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When I think of the last three months, I think I had a tumultuous time. At the beginning 
of spring season, WonderCon was great! It was good seeing and hanging out with old 
and new friends. I also got to finally meet the fashion design duo of Volante Design, Inc.  

On the other hand, when I put on my Final Fantasy Type-0 cosplay, it was a tighter fit than I remem-
ber last. Something had to be done. And done it was.

By the time Fanime on was on, I fit into my cosplay a lot better. I even joined the Final Fantasy 
cosplay gathering I always wanted to participate in, but as Auron. Overall, Fanime was good—not as 
great as the last two, but good. I had many regrets from this Fanime and knew I could’ve done more 
to had have a much better time. Well, it is what it is and was memorable. 

Just a couple weeks ago, there was a new one-day convention in Los Angeles, Ronin-Expo. Though 
I didn’t think about going, friends urged me to go—so I did becasue my friends were more enthusias-
tic about than I was. In the end, I was the one more enthusiastic about Ronin-Expo that eveyone else 
that I was with.

- Ed Gomez
Graphic Designer
Publisher & Editor–Genki Life Magazine

Staff

Publisher & Editor
Ed Gomez

Graphic Design & Layout
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Image Editing
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Contributors & Writers
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Our staff is comprised of volunteer  
fans. We’re always looking for  

contributors to this magazine in the 
fields of writing, reporting, reviewing, 
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If you would like to contribute to this 
magazine, please e-mail me at:

glm@studioartmix.com
or on Facebook:

www.facebook.com/GenkiLifeMag

GLM masot by 
Jennifer Tourtilloitt

Editor’s
Note
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Koe no Katachi
(A Silent Voice)
聲の形
September 17, 2016 • Kyoto Animation
http://koenokatachi-movie.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/A_Silent_Voice_(film)

Writer: Ōima, Yoshitoki
Director: Yamada, Naoko
Screenplay: Yoshida, Reiko
Music: Ushio, Kensuke

Cast:
Ishida, Shōya = Irin, Miyu
Nishimiya, Shōko = Hayami, Saori
Ueno, Naoka = Kaneko, Yūki
Kawai, Miki = Han, Megumi
Sahara, Miyoko = Ishikawa, Yui
Nishimiya, Yuzuru = Yūki, Aoi
Nagatsuka, Tomohiro = Ono, Kenshō
Mashiba, Satoshi = Toyonaga, Toshiyuki

A Silent Voice
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Discrimination is a global 
phenomenon that happens 
in all levels and areas of  

society. By definition, it is the negative 
distinction of a part from the whole 
by either victimization of the ones 
who belong to the part or creation of 
scapegoats to whom society throws 
away its problems. 

In one way, discrimination is a major cause for bullying 
and especially in elementary school, where kids have not 
fully grasped an idea of flexibility in their beliefs. Therefore, 
whatever seems different or standing out more than others, 
they will deem it as weird or disgusting. 

There have been movies dwelling with such issues as bul-
lying and most of the times, the spectators of bullying will 
not act at all or in the worst case reinforce the bullying. I do 

not remember in which movie the quote I heard was from, 
but when I heard what a father told to his son who is a victim 
of bullying, it boiled my blood. What he mainly told him  
is that at his age he was a bully and he used to bully a class-
mate of his and. In the future, the victim thanked him for 
bullying him, because he gave him a great example of real life 
and the father even deemed the victim’s success as a result 
from his bullying. In movies, bullying can be seen, but rarely  
is it thought out in such a way that it has a role more impor-
tant than just being an aspect of the movie, such as Heathers  
and Mean Girls. Even hanging out with such people as bullies  
can turn you into the thing you resent the most unconsciously.

Thankfully, Koe no Katachi is one of those movies which 
takes the issue very seriously and instead of having it as 
another element of the main story, it becomes the main 
story which helps us dive into the psyche of the characters 
from all aspects of this phenomenon. The story of Koe no 
Katachi is about Shōya Ishida (Shō) a former bully who now 
has become an outcast in his school and a reserved person 
who has no friends, and Shōko Nishimiya (Shōko), a deaf 
girl who was the victim of Shō’s bullying during elementary 
school because of her condition. It is a tale of finding retri-
bution for the past and of sensitizing the audience against 
bullying and about the results of such an act to both sides, 

the bully and the victim. The story is mainly seen from Shō’s 
perspective but we get few glimpses from the perspectives of  
Shōko and her little sister, Yuzuru about some key events in  
the story. The story in some moments gets very heavy and 
heart-wrenching for the viewer who may consider it melo-
dramatic. However, from my experi-
ence, these events are actually hap-
pening in the world and I have been 
in a way part of these. But, there is 
always the person that would be there 
for you directly or indirectly remind-
ing you to forgive yourself and not to 
put the blame on yourself. It is from 
people like these that you finally get 
how beautiful things are that you can-
not perceive and if you let go of the 
past, will you be able to live in the 
present, as mentioned in the chapter, 
“On Redemption” in Thus Spoke Zarathustra by Nietzsche. 
Nonetheless there were some moments in the story that felt 
weird, but they did not have a significant impact in the story 
which is very good, according to my biased opinion.

For a movie with a story that is very good and explored 
themes that concern our society, the characters were the least  
good aspect of it. The main characters such as Shō, Shōko 

and Yuzuru get enough screen time to be developed—espe-
cially Shō who is more present in the story than Shōko. The 
rest of the cast are a mixed bag ranging from very generic 
and typical, such as Sahara and Miki, to characters that are 
genuinely interesting but did not get enough screentime to 

be developed, such as Shōko’s mother, 
Shō’s mother and Ueno. It is a Hercu-
lean task to adapt seven volumes of 
content into a two-hour film and put 
everything in it. It sometimes felt that 
there were some parts that were either 
rushed or skipped that unfortunately 
cost the development of some charac-
ters that were barely in the film such 
as Sho’s elementary school friends, 
except Miki and Ueno.

In terms of art style, this movie has 
to be KyoAni (Kyoto Animation) at 

its finest. The character designs were not something incon-
ceivable but felt natural and welcome, except mushroom 
head (Nagatsuka). The moe factor was also present but to 
a satisfying level that did not over impose itself as in other 
series, like Kyōkai no Kanata. However, the thing that would 
make me give a perfect score for the art is the brilliant 
directing by Naoko Yamada, who did not stop herself at the 

“It is a tale of finding  
retribution for the past  
and of sensitizing the 
audience against bul-
lying and about the 
results of such an act 
to both sides, the bully 
and the victim.”

a smile on their face.”

“Once you’ve really hurt someone,
it will always be

even if they still have
in their minds
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even if they still have
in their minds
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fluid movements of the characters but also used symbols in  
the movie as a method to peer into the soul of the character  
and his/her emotions. For instance, the “X” on people’s faces  
were used to signify that all those people are one and the 
same and to show the feeling of exclusion and being trapped 
in a cage of Shō.

The music was very well done for the most part. I really like  
the opening song by the Who and the ending theme was 
alright and the weakest song in the movie. As for the OST 
(original soundtrack), it was very suitable for the movie and 
stood out at the important parts. In addition, the voice acting  
was great for most of the characters, but the ones that stood 
out for me where those of Miyu Irino and Saori Hay-
ami. Miyu Irino gave a great performance for a char-
acter that is way more down-to-earth and reserved 
than other characters he has given his voice to, like Yu 
Hyakuya from Seraph of the End. But Saori Hayami was 
the best of all the voice actors since she had to bring 
out the most difficult voice of all and did a great job in 
it. She has done a pretty good job in other roles but this 
one has to be her best role so far in her career.

I will not lie that I watched the whole movie from start to 
finish and was touched by it in so many ways. But there were 
some small parts in the movie that inhibited me from com-
pletely enjoying it.

Overall, this movie is a shinning gem in its genre and a 
stepping stone for KyoAni to try more ambitious projects. 
It was a movie whose voice echoes within my soul and I feel 
connected in more than one way with it. With its stellar ani-
mation, heavy and realistic story and endearing cast, it is 
a film I can recommend to anyone, although I am sure not 
all people will be able to listen to the beautiful voice of this 
film. v FuegoIndigo

Yuzuru 
Nishimiya

Naoka  
Ueno

Tomohiro, 
Nagatsuka

Miyoko 
Sahara

Satoshi 
Mashiba

this important to me.”

“When I first met you,

you were gonna be
I honestly didn’t know

Miki 
 Kawai
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PortConMaine
June 22–25
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel 
Portland, ME
South Portland, ME
www.portconmaine.com

Anime Festival Wichita
June 23–25
Hyatt Regency, Wichita, KS
www.afwcon.org

Hamacon
June 23–25
Von Braun Center, Huntsville, AL
www.hama-con.com

SoDak Con
June 23–25
Rushmore Plaza Civic Center
Rapid City, SD
www.sdcon.org

Supanova  
Pop Culture Expo - Perth
June 23–25
Perth Convention & Exhibition 
Centre, Perth, WA Australia
www.supanova.com.au/events/
perth-2017

Toronto Sailor Moon  
Celebration
June 24
Ontario Science Centre
Toronto, Ontario
www.sailormooncelebration.com

Animania Wichita Falls
June 24–25
Multi-Purpose Events Center
Wichita Falls, TX
www.animaniawf.com

Regal Con
June 24–25
Irvine Marriott, Irvine, CA
www.regalcon2015.com

Animaritime
June 30 – July 2
Fredericton Convention Centre
Fredericton, New Brunswick
www.animaritime.org

London Anime  
& Gaming Con
June 30 – July 2
London Metropolitan University, 
The Rocket Complex
London, UK
summer.londonanimecon.com

Otafest
June 30 – July 2
Calgary Telus Convention Centre
Calgary, Alberta
www.otafest.com

Sausomecon
June 30 – July 2
KCI Expo Center
Kansas City, MO
www.sausomecon.com

Anime Expo
July 1–4
Los Angeles Convention Center
Los Angeles, CA
www.anime-expo.org

ConnectiCon
July 6–9
Connecticut Convention Center/
Hartford Marriott Downtown/
Hilton Hartford, Hartford, CT
www.connecticon.org

Japan Expo
July 6–9
Paris-Nord Villepinte
Paris, France
www.japan-expo-paris.com

Anime Blues Con
July 7–9
Memphis Cook Convention 
Center, Memphis, TN
www.animeblues.com

Anime Friends
July 7–9
Transamerica Expo Center
São Paulo, SP Brazil
www.animefriends.com.br

Anime Midwest
July 7–9
Hyatt Regency O’Hare
Rosemont, IL
www.animemidwest.com

Indy PopCon
July 7–9
Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis, IN
indypopcon.com

MiniComi
July 8
1 Athletes Way, Olympic  
Village Square, Vancouver, BC
www.minicomivancouver.org

Nagu Con
July 13–16
Radisson Colonial Hotel
Helena, MT
www.naguconmt.com

Anime-zing!
July 14–16
Radisson Quad City Plaza Hotel
Davenport, IA
www.qcanimezing.com

Convention Schedule
Summer 2017
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Convention Schedule
Summer 2017 Continued

Brocon
July 14–16
University of Limerick, PESS 
Building, Limerick, Ireland
www.brocon.info

Delta H Con
July 14–16
Houston Marriott Westchase
Houston, TX
www.deltahcon.com

Hazard Con
July 14–16
Ambassador Banquet and  
Conference Center, Erie, PA
www.hazardcon.org/

HYPER JAPAN Festival
July 14–16
Tobacco Dock
Tobacco Quay, London
www.hyperjapan.co.uk

Kitsune Kon
July 14–16
KI Convention Center
Green Bay, WI
www.kitsunekon.com/

TFcon Toronto
July 14–16
Hilton Mississauga/Meadowvale
Mississauga, Ontario
tfcon.ca/

Tokyo in Tulsa
July 14–16
Cox Business Center
Tulsa, OK
tokyointulsa.com/

G-Anime Summer
July 15–16
Quality Inn & Suites
Gatineau, Quebec
ganime.ca/2017-ete/en/home/

Glass City Con
July 15–16
SeaGate Convention Centre
Toledo, OH
www.glasscitycon.com/

Comic-Con International: 
San Diego
July 20–23
San Diego Cnvention Center
San Diego, CA
www.comic-con.org/cci

Ai-Kon
July 21–23
RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg, Manitoba
www.ai-kon.org

Anime PDX
July 21–23
Crowne Plaza Portland- 
Downtown Convention Center
Portland, OR
www.animepdx.com

AVCon
July 21–23
Adelaide Convention Centre
Adelaide, SA Australia
www.avcon.org.au

Fan World
July 21–23
The Conference & Event Center 
Niagara Falls, Niagara Falls, NY
www.fanworld.us

Lock City Anime  
& Comic Convention
July 22
Sheraton Stamford Hotel
Stamford, CT
www.lockcitycomiccon.com

MinCon
July 22
Mineola Memorial Library
Mineola, NY
www.facebook.com/ 
MinConMineolaLibrary

SoyCon
July 22
Venue 929, Schaumburg, IL
www.soycon.com

Ganbatte
July 22–23
TCU Place
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
ganbatte.ca

Närcon Sommar
July 27–30
Linköpings Universitet
Linköping, Sweden
2017.narcon.se

AnimeIowa
July 28–30
Coralville Marriott Hotel  
& Conference Center
Coralville, IA
www.animeiowa.com

ConBravo!
July 28–30
Hamilton Convention Centre
Hamilton, Ontario
2017.conbravo.com

Dokidokon
July 28–30
Four Points by  
Sheraton Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo, MI
www.dokidokon.org
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Fandomfest
July 28–30
Kentucky Exposition Center
Louisville, KY
www.fandomfest.com

Genki
July 28–30
Farum Arena
Farum, Denmark
www.genki.dk

Ikasucon
July 28–30
Grand Wayne Convention Center
Fort Wayne, IN
www.ikasucon.org

MechaCon
July 28–30
Hyatt Regency New Orleans
New Orleans, LA
www.mechacon.com

Radiant Northwest
July 28–30
Larkspur Landing Bellevue
Bellevue, WA
www.radiantnorthwest.com

Asheville Anime  
Regional Convention
July 29
U.S. Cellular Center
Asheville, NC
www.ashevillearc.com

KuroNekoCon
July 29–30
Spokane Convention Center
Spokane, WA
www.kuronekocon.com

Metrocon
August 3–6
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa, FL
www.metroconventions.com

ToshoCON
August 4–5
Viridian, Salt Lake County 
Library’s Event Center
West Jordan, UT
www.slcolibrary.org/teen/toshoCon/

AkaiCon
August 4–6
Millennium Maxwell  
House Nashville
Nashville, TN
www.akaicon.com

AnimagiC
August 4–6
Congress Center Rosengarten
Mannheim, Germany
animagic.animania.de

Anime Revolution
August 4–6
Vancouver Convention Centre
Vancouver, British Columbia
summer.animerevolution.ca

AnimeCTX
August 4–6
Austin Marriott North
Round Rock, TX
www.animectx.com

Comic Con Seoul
August 4–6
Coex
Seoul, Korea
www.comiccon.co.kr

GlitchCon
August 4–6
Holiday Inn Springdale/ 
Fayetteville Area, Springdale, AR
www.glitchcon.com

GoDaikoCon
August 4–6
Edward Hotel & Convention 
Center, Dearborn, MI
www.godaikocon.com

Otakuthon
August 4–6
Palais des congrès de Montréal
Montréal, Quebec
www.otakuthon.com

Tokonatsu
August 4–7
Boyd Memorial Camp Site  
and Activity Centre
Henlow, Bedfordshire, UK
www.tokonatsu.org.uk

Ama-Con
August 5–6
Amarillo Civic Center
Amarillo, TX
ama-con.amarillolibrary.org

Kin-Yoobi Con
August 6
Newark Pavilion Newark, CA
iie540.wixsite.com/ 
kinyoobicon2017

Animethon
August 11–13
MacEwan University,  
City Centre Campus
Edmonton, Alberta
www.animethon.org

Comic Market
August 11–13
Tōkyō Big Sight
Tōkyō, Japan
www.comiket.co.jp

Cosplay Fantasy  
Campout
August 11–13
Hide-A-Way  
Lakes Campground
Yorkville, IL
www.cosplayfantasycampout.com
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Convention Schedule
Summer 2017 Continued

NiuCon
August 11–13
Uniwersytet Przyrodniczy  
Centrum Kształcenia  
na Odległość, Wrocław, Poland
niucon.pl/en/

Otakon
August 11–13
Walter E. Washington Convention  
Center, Washington, DC
dc.otakon.com

Cosplay Matsuri
August 12
Ontario Science Centre
Toronto, Ontario
www.cosplaymatsuri.com

Windsor ComiCon
August 12–13
Caesars Windsor, 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
www.windsorcomicon.com

Queen City  
Anime Convention
August 13
Hilton Charlotte University 
Place, Charlotte, NC
www.queencityanimecon.com

AnimeFest
August 17–20
Sheraton Dallas Downtown 
Hotel, Dallas, TX
animefest.org

AniNite
August 18–20
Multiversum Schwechat Betriebs 
GmbH, Schwechat, Austria
www.aninite.at

C3 AFA Jakarta
August 18–20
Jakarta International Expo
Jakarta, Indonesia
anime ival.asia/jakarta17/

KentokyoCon
August 18–20
Lexington Center
Lexington, KY
www.kentokyocon.com

Liberty City Anime Con
August 18–20
New York Marriott Marquis
New York, NY
www.libertycityanimecon.com

SaikouCon
August 18–20
Holiday Inn Allentown Center 
City, Allentown, PA
www.saikoucon.com

Epicon
August 19
Albany Civic Center, Albany, GA
www.epicon-ga.com

AniManGaki
August 19–20
Sunway Pyramid  
Convention Centre
Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
www.animangaki.com

Cardiff Anime  
& Gaming Con
August 19–20
Mercure Cardiff Holland House 
Hotel and Spa, Cardiff, UK
www.cardiffanimecon.com

Eclipse Con
August 19–20
James E. Bruce Convention  
Center, Hopkinsville, KY
www.eclipseville.com/eclipse-con/

Pensacola Comic Convention
August 19–20
Pensacola Interstate Fair Grounds  
Expo Hall, Pensacola, FL
www.pensacolacomiccon.com

PopCult Anime Con
August 19–20
Sheraton Framingham Hotel  
& Conference Center
Framingham, MA
www.popcultanimecon.com

SMASH! Sydney Manga 
and Anime Show
August 19–20
Rosehill Gardens
Rosehill, NSW Australia
www.smash.org.au

StocktonCon
August 19–20
Stockton Arena, Stockton, CA
www.stocktoncon.com

Comic World Hong Kong
August 20
Kownloonbay International 
Trade & Exhibition Centre
Hong Kong, China
www.stocktoncon.com

Anime Fargo
August 25–27
Baymont Inn and Suites Fargo
Fargo, ND
www.animefargo.org

AsiaPOP Comicon
August 25–27
SMX Convention Center
Manila, Philippines
www.asiapopcomicon.com/manila/
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Avalon Expo
August 25–27
Mile One Centre
St. John’s, Newfoundland  
and Labrador
www.avalonexpo.com

Comic Con Palm Springs
August 25–27
Palm Springs Convention Center
Palm Springs, CA
www.comicconpalmsprings.com 

Crunchyroll Expo
August 25–27
Santa Clara Convention Center
Santa Clara, CA
www.crunchyrollexpo.com

Fundy Fan Fest
August 25–27
Delta Hotels Saint John
Saint John, New Brunswick
www.fundyfanfest.com

Geek.Kon
August 25–27
Madison Marriott West
Middleton, WI
www.geekkon.net

Matsuricon
August 25–27
Hyatt Regency Columbus
Columbus, OH
matsuricon.org

Mizucon
August 25–27
Miami Marriott Dadeland
Miami, FL
www.mizucon.com

Anime Getaway: Clarksville
August 26
Riverview Inn, 
Clarksville, TN
clarksville.animegetaway.com

SakuraNatsu
August 26
Gainesville Garden Club
Gainesville, FL
sakuranatsu.webs.com

J1-Con
August 26–27
820 Spring Garden Street
Philadelphia, PA
www.j1con.com

Alcon
August 31 – September 3
De Montfort University Leicester
Leicester, UK
www.alcon.org.uk

FanExpo Canada
August 31 – September 3
Metro Toronto Convention  
Centre, Toronto, Ontario
www.fanexpocanada.com

Meta Con
September 1–3
Hyatt Regency Minneapolis
Minneapolis, MN
www.metaconvention.com

Nan Desu Kan
September 1–3
Sheraton Denver  
Downtown Hotel
Denver, CO
www.ndkdenver.org

SacAnime
September 1–3
Sacramento Convention Center
Sacramento, CA
www.sacanime.com

San Japan
September 1–3
Henry B. Gonzalez Convention 
Center/San Antonio Grand  
Hyatt Hotel, San Antonio, TX
san-japan.org

Dragon Con
September 1–4
Atlanta Marriott Marquis,  
Hyatt Regency Atlanta,  

Atlanta Hilton,  
Sheraton Atlanta,  
Westin Peachtree Plaza, 
Atlanta, GA
www.dragoncon.org

Saboten Con
September 1–4
Sheraton Grand Phoenix
Phoenix, AZ
www.sabotencon.com

CampAnime
September 8–10
YMCA Camp Woodstock
Woodstock Valley, CT
www.campanime.com
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Convention Schedule
Summer 2017 Continued

Colossalcon East
September 8–10
Kalahari Resorts 
Pocono Manor, PA
www.colossalconeast.com

Tri-Con
September 8–10
Holiday Inn Evansville Airport
Evansville, IN
www.tri-con.net

Sy-Con
September 15–16
Syosset Public Library, Syosset, NY
www.sycon.org

Ramencon
September 15–17
Century Center, South Bend, IN
www.ramencon.com

Roc-Con
September 15–17
Kodak Center for Performing 
Arts, Rochester, NY
www.roccon.net

Burleson Arts  
& Manga Festival
September 16
Burleson Senior Activity Center
Burleson, TX
www.burlesontx.com/bamfest

Santa Rosa  
Toy & Comic Con
September 23
Sonoma Country Fairgrounds
Santa Rosa, CA
santarosatoycon.com

Anime Weekend Atlanta
September 28 – October 1
Renaissance Waverly Hotel  
& Cobb Galleria Centre
Atlanta, GA
www.awa-con.com

Comic Con Russia
September 28 – October 1
Crocus Expo Exhibition  
Center, Pavilion, Moscow, Russia
www.comicconrussia.com

Kraken Con
September 29 – October 1
Oakland Convention Center
Oakland, CA
www.krakencon.com

MegaCon Tampa Bay
September 29 – October 1
Tampa Convention Center
Tampa Bay, FL
www.megacontampabay.com

Kantaicon
September 30
AAF Tank Museum
Danville, VA
www.kantaicon.com

Paris Manga  
& Sci-Fi Show
September 30 – October 1
Paris Porte de Versailles
Paris, France
www.parismanga.fr

Senshi Con
September 30 – October 1
Dena’ina Civic and Convention 
Center, Anchorage, AK
www.senshicon.org

Anime Ohana
October 6–8
Pagoda Hotel
Honolulu, HI
www.animeohana.com

Realms Con
October 6–8
American Bank Center
Corpus Christi, TX
realmscon.com

SNAFU Con
October 6–8
Nugget Casino Resort
Sparks, NV
www.snafucon.com

Yaoi-Con
October 6–8
Hyatt Regency Santa Clara
Santa Clara, CA
www.yaoicon.com

RetroCon
October 14–15
The Greater Philadelphia Expo 
Center, Oaks, PA
https://retrocons.com

Halloween Arkansas
October 21
Hiliday Inn Airport  
Conference Center
Little Rock, AR
www.halloweenarkansas.com

Super Dimension Convention
October28
Torrance Convention Center
Torrance, CA
superdimensioncon.com

Epic ACG Fest
October 28–29
Albany Community Center
Albany, CA
eacgfest.org

KigaCon
March 16–18, 2018
Furguson Center Christopher 
Newport University
Newport News, VA
www.kigacon.com
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Happy (E)ndings 
are Possible 
Through Unity  
and Sacrifice
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Unforgettable is probably the best way I can summarize  
my recent experience with NieR: Automata, a game 
that is truly Yoko Tarō at his best: unsettling, tragic, 

strange, entertaining, emotionally-charged, and downright  
surprising. But what made this version of Automata stand out  
are the numerous routes (A, B, C, D, etc) that bring about 
the question of meaning and whether there is meaning  
when things seem impossible, gloomy, or even paralyzing.

To put things into perspective, the story revolves around 
main characters of 2B, 9S, and A2, combat androids of the 
YoRHa unit aimed to ‘save humans living on the moon’ from  
the evil machines (plot twist: there are no humans on the 
moon). This is implied to be their only reason to live — 
to protect humans at all cost. Little do they know all the 
humans died long ago and are being forced to repeatedly  
kill the androids.

Through the trials of Ending A, B, C, and D, nothing 
but tragedy, despair, and failure repeat for the characters. 
Whether it is your character dying, forcing someone else’s 
death, or dying of a character’s morals, dreams, or motiva-
tions, the game shows itself to be impossible to ‘beat’ by 
yourself. There is 2B getting tired of being forced to kill her 
lover/love interest 9S for eternity, 9S is being used to gather 
information but killed whenever getting too smart, and A2  
is used as a guinea pig for the logic virus and making it better.

The cycle of killing, despair, and corruption constantly 
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repeats itself because you, as the player, are forbidden from 
‘breaking the code’ and giving the players the happy life 
routes they wish to obtain. Yet, every time you are killed, 
you are given various messages by fellow characters telling  
you not to give up. Despite the tragedy, there is always a small  
glimmer hope in the routes, pushing you to keep trying.

Perhaps there is a happy ending after all, if you keep trying…?
Enter Ending (E). What happens is that before the start 

Ending (E), you are sent to the game’s final but hidden 

boss…the credits?
That’s right — you are literally fighting the credits. In 

other words, the creators themselves:
This is a very difficult part and is pretty likely you will 

die ‘fighting the creators.’ Until…you are given the option 
to select ‘YES’ where another player suddenly offers to 
save you. Someone else must be wiling to sacrifice them-
selves to save you. There is a glitch in the system no one 
could anticipate- finding meaning in otherwise one’s 

WEAPONS SKILLS INTEL SYSTEMS
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(permanent) loss.
Help, which you’ve haven’t had most of the game, comes 

from the pods who have stored backup data for all three 
characters. As this happens, the credits themselves even 
start fizzling out while you are given this gem:

[“I have to come to the conclusion that I cannot accept 
this resolution.” – Pod 042.]

You are also given the option to pay it forward to save 
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another person when they reach the final battle.
What this game is really asking you…if and when the time 
comes, are you willing to make sacrifices for the betterment 
of the world, even if you gain nothing and possibly lose it all? 
Can you find meaning where most people cannot and sim-
ply give up? Are you willing to place your trust in others in a 
world where the ‘other’ is seen as the enemy?
Because someone is willing to sacrifice their own data, the 

characters are able to survive. This is strong message in that  
unity and sacrifice, no matter how small and insignificant,  
provide us hope even in the darkest times. This is the 
underlying message behind the madness Taro has provided 
us- in an idealized world, we would all make the sacrifice. 
The world may be very cruel and meaningless place at times, 
it does not mean we ourselves are meaningless, nor are our 
actions meant to protect our fellow beings.

And adding to the layers, who are the chorus during the 
final credits? The developers of this game! They are literally 
cheering you on to defeat ‘their game’ and find the happy 
ending within their world of challenge and despair. They 
are challenging you to find meaning even though the 
characters (and perhaps you) question it repeatedly.

NieR: Automata is a great game that is now one of my all- 
time favorites — it has the ability to make you think and  
consider how it relates to humanity and contemporary issues.  
It may not have the mainstream popularity or contain an 

extravagant open world built on a hefty budget,  
but to me, this is what a GOTY is all about- challenging 
your world views and making you think long after the game 
has been turned off.

When a game has you constantly thinking about it long 
after, then you know it is something special. NieR: Automata, 
therefore, is very special. v Farunjin’sFeather
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Air dates and info are subject to change without notice. Some shows could appear on other channels on different times and days.

Anime Schedule
2017 Summer Season

July 1, 2017

Tokyo MX, MBS, BS11, 
RKB, TVA

MAPPA

Kakegurui
Kakegurui: Compulsive Gambler 
賭ケグルイ
Hyakkaō Private Academy is an institution for 
the privileged with a very peculiar curriculum. 
When you’re the sons and daughters of the 
wealthiest of the wealthy, it’s not athletic prowess  
or book smarts that keep you ahead. It’s reading 
your opponent— to hone those skills than with 
a rigorous curriculum of gambling. At Hyakkaō 
Private Academy, the winners live like kings, 
and the losers are put through the wringer. But 
when Yumeko Jabami enrolls, she’s gonna teach 
these kids what a high roller really looks like!

July 1, 2017

Tokyo MX

Emon

Enmusubi no Yōko-chan
Fox Spirit Matchmaker
縁結びの妖狐ちゃん
We are in a world where yōkai and humans 
live together and love each other. But the life of 
humans is limited and yōkai who lose their loved 
ones have to continue living without them. Even 
if the humans are reborn and the yōkai find their 
partner again, previous memories are lost to the  
human. So a certain service became popular 
among yōkai. This series tells the story of one of 
the service people restoring minds of others and 
spreading love.

July 1, 2017 

AT-X, Tokyo MX, SUN, 
KBS, TVA, BS11

Doga Kobo

Hina Logi: From Luck & Logic
ひなろじ～from Luck & Logic～
Liones Yelistratova, a pure princess from a small 
country, enters a school in Hokkaido on a spring 
day. The school is a specialized educational 
institution operated by ALCA to train Logicalists, 
who maintain world peace. Liones enters class S,  
where she meets many classmates with unique 
personalities, like Nina. A lively and cute everyday  
life begins now.

July 2, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS11, GTV, 
GYT, MBS

A-1 Pictures

Fate/Apocrypha
フェイト/アポクリファ
The story takes place in an alternate timeline 
where the Grail System was stolen and rebuilt 
in Trifas, Transylvania. This Holy Grail War 
is fundamentally different from Fate/zero and 
Fate/stay night. For one, there are now fourteen 
Servants summoned by the Grail on two teams, 
Red and Black, with seven Servants each. The 
war is now also being presided over by a Servant, 
Jeanne d’Arc, a Ruler-class Servant. Finally, 
each Master seems to need their own vessel to 
summon the Holy Grail.

The cast of Luck & Logic
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Anime Schedule 2017 Summer Season

July 2, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS11, TVA, 
MBS

Satelight

Senki Zesshō Symphogear AXZ
Song of the Valkyries:  

Symphogear AXZ
戦姫絶唱シンフォギアAXZ
Two years ago, a pair of idols, Tsubasa Kazanari 
and Kanade Amō, collectively known as 
“ZweiWing,” fought against an alien race known 
as “Noise” using armor known as “Symphogear.” 
To protect a girl named Hibiki Tachibana, who 
got severely wounded by the Noise, Kanade 
sacrificed herself. Two years later, as Tsubasa 
has fought the Noise alone, Hibiki ends up 
gaining the same power as Kanade. Fourth 
series of Senki Zesshō Symphogear.

July 2, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX, KBS, 
SUN, BS11

8bit

Knight’s & Magic
ナイツ&マジック
A mecha otaku is reincarnated into another 
world as Ernesti Echevalier, also known as Eru. 
Silhouette Knights are huge humanoid weapons. 
Dreaming of piloting those robots, Eru, with 
childhood friends, Archid Walter and Adeltrud 
Walter, aim to become Knight Runners, pilots 
of these Silhouette Knights.

July 2, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS11, GTV, 
GYT, MBS, AT-X, OX, 

KSS, EBC

ufotable

Katsugeki/Tōken Ranbu
活撃/刀剣乱舞
The year is 1863 as the tumultuous samurai era  
is coming to an end, Japan is split between the 
pro-shogunate and anti-shogunate factions. The 
fate of the world is threatened as an army of 
historical revisionists are sent from the future to  
alter the course of history. In order to protect the  
real history, two sword warriors, spirits who are  
swords brought to life by Saniwa (sage), rush to  
Edo. As the fate of history lies in these hero’s  
hands, what meets the blade is yet to be uncovered.

July 3, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS11,  
Kansai TV

Silver Link

Battle Girl High School
バトルガール ハイスクール
Set in the year 2045, the world has been 
contaminated by Irousu (mysterious invaders 
who suddenly appeared), and humans find 
themselves restricted and contained. Standing 
boldly against these invaders are ordinary girls 
everywhere, without a powerful army or even 
weapons. The Shinjugammine Girls Academy is 
a school for these “Hoshimori” (Star Guardians) 
destined to fight the Irousu.

July 3, 2017

Tokyo MX, ytv, BS11

Studio Hibari

Keppeki Danshi! Aoyama-kun
Cleanliness Boy! Aoyama-kun
潔癖男子！青山くん
Aoyama is a handsome young soccer genius 
who’s a Japan representative. His play style is 
“cleanliness.” He doesn’t tackle and doesn’t head 
the ball. If he’s doing a throw-in, he’ll only do it 
if he’s wearing gloves.

July 3, 2017

TV Tokyo, AT-X, BS 
Japan

Silver Link

Isekai Shokudō
Restaurant to Another World
異世界食堂
On the first basement floor of a building at a 
corner of a shopping district is the restaurant 
Yōshoku no Nekoya. Founded 50 years ago, it 
has since been filling the bellies of the salarymen 
from the area. It is an extraordinary restaurant 
with menus beyond Western cuisine that are 
rich and sumptuous. However, for people from 
that world, it is even more especially unique. 
However, Saturday’s customers or people from 
that world, it is nothing but cuisine never seen or 
heard before…an Alternate-World Restaurant.
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Air dates and info are subject to change without notice. Some shows could appear on other channels on different times and days.

Anime Schedule 2017 Summer Season

July 3, 2017

Tokyo MX, ytv, BS11

Shin-Ei Animation

Yōkai Apartment no Yūga na 
Nichijō

Life at the Monster Apartment
妖怪アパートの幽雅な日常
Yūshi Inaba’s parents died in his first year of 
middle school and moved in with relatives. After 
he graduated, he happily prepared to move to a  
high school with a dormitory. Unfortunately, the  
dormitory burned to the ground. It’s rough finding  
lodging as an orphaned student with little money.  
He finally finds a room in a nice old building 
which seems too good to be true. The catch is 
that it is a “monster house” where humans and 
supernatural creatures live together.

July 3, 2017

Tokyo MX

Magic Bus

Skirt no Naka wa Kedamono 
Deshita.

There Was a Beast Inside the 
Skirt.

スカートの中はケダモノでした。
Shizuka Kominami is a mild-mannered college 
student who is having trouble adjusting to city 
life. One day, she meets Ryō Kirishima, another 
student who projects the image of a cool older 
sister. The two hit it off, but Shizuka is shocked 
when Ryō attempts to seduce her. Shizuka initially  
assumes that Ryō is a lesbian, but Ryō is in fact a 
man who dresses like a lady.

Kirika Akatsuki, Shirabe Tsukuyomi, Maria 
Cadenzavna Eve, Hibiki Tachibana, Tsubasa 
Kazanari, Chris Yukine & Miku Kohinata—
Senki Zesshō Symphogear
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July 4, 2017

Tokyo MX, SUN, BS11

Diomedéa

Aho Girl
Clueless Girl
アホガール
Yoshiko Hanabatake, known to be stupid 
academically as well as socially. She constantly 
hangs out with and annoys her studious and  
serious neighbor Akuru Akutsu, whom Yoshiko’s  
mother wants her to marry. The Public Morals 
Chairwoman dislikes the free-spirited Yoshiko 
but when Akuru makes some casual remarks 
that compliment her, the chairwoman falls in 
love with Akuru and begins stalking him while 
repressing her perverted thoughts.

July 4, 2017

Tokyo MX, SUN, BS11

Studio Gokumi

Tsuredure Children
徒然チルドレン
A series depicting various scenarios of young 
love. These stories range from a boy, crippled by 
his absolute lack of confidence in himself, cannot 
even accept the fact that the girl of his dreams 
actually asked him out on a date, to the near-
psychotic girl that pours her own blood into her 
homemade chocolate in order to win his heart.

July 5, 2017

NTV

TMS Entertainment

Nana Maru San Batsu
7O3X Fastest Finger First
ナナマル サンバツ
The last thing freshman Shiki Koshiyama 
expected was to be asked to join the Bunzo 
High School “New Student Fast Finger Quiz 
Championship.” A bookwork at heart, he hates 
being the center of attention and shudders at the  
mere thought of participating. His world expands  
as he meets colleagues and senior members of 
the Quiz Club, as well as their formidable rival 
Chisato Mikuriya. Shiki is about to dedicate his  
teenage years to quizzes. You too should try 
becoming the next quiz champion!

July 5, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX1, SUN, 
TVA, BS11

Platinum Vision

Saiyūki Reload Blast
最遊記RELOAD BLAST
At last, the Sanzō Party has arrived in India. In 
this foreign land, where the anomaly’s influence 
runs rampant, their battles only heighten in 
their violence. And also awaiting them is their 
tragic fate from 500 years ago. What will they 
find at the end of their long and treacherous 
journey? Contined from Saiyūki Reload.

July 5, 2017

Tokyo MX, AT-X, BS11, 
Tokyo MX 2

Creators in Pack

NTR: Netsuzō Trap
Fabricated Trap -NTR-
捏造トラップ-NTR
Yuma and Hotaru are childhood friends and 
neighbors, although both have boyfriends, 
Hotaru kissing and seducing Yuma often 
passing it through a joke. While having to keep 
what happens between them in secret, Yuma 
will be confused by her feelings.July 4, 2017

Tokyo MX, SUN, KBS, 
BS11, tvk

LIDEN FILMS

Koi to Uso
Love and Lies
恋と嘘
In the near future, when young people in Japan 
turn sixteen, they are assigned a marriage 
partner by the government. Yukari Nejima is 
fifteen years old. He lives in a small corner of 
the country and just can’t seem to get ahead 
in life. Both academically and athletically he’s 
below average. But within him, he hides a heart 
burning with passion! In this world in which 
love is forbidden, what will happen to him when 
he falls in love?

Anime Schedule 2017 Summer Season
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http://ahogirl.jp
https://youtu.be/NQ7JwVtZDfg
http://koiuso-anime.com
https://youtu.be/2CS87AfcD1A
http://tsuredure-project.jp
https://youtu.be/g2LxeRRzD4w
http://7o3x.com
http://netsuzoutrap.com
https://youtu.be/3UUs23olVOI
http://saiyuki-rb.jp
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July 7, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS-Fiji, AT-X

Gonzo

18if
“18” takes place in the mysterious Dream World, 
where players will form a team of characters 
from a cast of hundreds and journey through 
story-filled stages in order to unlock the truth 
about the Dream World, and the strange new 
disease that’s trapping people there. Using a 
combination of RPG and puzzle mechanics, 
players must defeat and recruit a wide variety  
of enemies, as they grow their heroes’ power.

July 7, 2017

Fuji TV

Zero-G

Dive!!
ダイブ
The series revolves around the Mizuki Diving 
Club (MDC), which is on the verge of closing 
down after having financial troubles. The club’s 
new coach persuades the club’s parent company 
to stay open on one condition: that the club 
sends one of its members to next year’s olympics 
as part of Japan’s olympic team. July 7, 2017

WOWOW, Tokyo MX1, 
TVA, KBS, SUN, TVQ, 

BS11

J.C.Staff

Vatican Kiseki Chōsakan
Vatican Miracle Examiner
バチカン奇跡調査官
Hiraga Josef Kō, a genius scientist, and Robert 
Nicholas, an archives and cryptanalysis expert. 
The two work as a team as the Vatican’s “miracle 
examiners,” traveling the world to investigate the 
authenticity of claims of miracles. 

July 7, 2017

TBS, BS-TBS

Diomedéa

Action Heroine Cheer Fruits
アクションヒロイン チアフルーツ
A local heroine fighter of a certain city became 
popular and a national star. Because of this, 
“local heroines” debuted in various other places, 
and their action live events became a hit trend 
nationally. The story is set in Hinano City, a 
tranquil area that cultivates fruits, but has lost 
its vitality. For the town she loves, high school 
girl Misaki Shirogane and other girls become 
local heroines (at the urging of Misaki’s aunt, 
the prefectural governor) and vow to produce 
action live events. The teen story depicts their 
strenuous efforts to revitalize their town.

July 7, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX, TVA, 
SUN, KBS, TVQ, STS, 

BS11

Kinema Citrus

Made in Abyss
メイドインアビス
An enormous pit and cave system called the 
Abyss is the only unexplored place in the world. 
Strange and wonderful creatures reside in its 
depths, and it is full of precious relics that 
current humans are unable to make. A little 
orphan girl named Rico lives in the town of 
Ousu on the edge of the Abyss. Her dream is to 
become a Cave Raider like her mother and solve 
the mysteries of the cave system. One day, Rico 
starts exploring the caves and discovers a robot 
who resembles a human boy.

July 7, 2017

TBS, BS-TBS

Studio Pierrot

Konbini Kareshi
Convenience Store Boyfriends
コンビニカレシ
It is spring and new students start getting used to  
their school lives. First year high school students 
Haruki Mishima and Tōre Honda are looking 
forward to their new school life. Meanwhile Nasa  
Sanagi, continues with his club activities from 
middle school. Second year student Natsu Asumi,  
although he matured a little has chosen to remain  
alone this year. Third year students Mikado 
Nakajima and Masamuna Sakurakōji watch 
over him with a smile. All of them will pay the 
nearby convenience store a visit after school.
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http://18if.jp
https://youtu.be/pqsIGBw_u2w
http://www.tbs.co.jp/anime/cfru/
https://youtu.be/SJqw8h8h67k
http://www.dive-anime.com
http://www.tbs.co.jp/anime/konbini/
https://youtu.be/RW2Gol1-lhI
http://miabyss.com
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https://youtu.be/GnpLsEtwZWc
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July 8, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
BSN-TV

Encourage Films

Hitorijime My Hero
My Very Own Hero
ひとりじめマイヒーロー
That is when bad delinquent Masahiro meets 
Kōsuke Ōshiba whose alias is “bear killer”. 
Masahiro longed for a place to belong where 
he could cry. Kōsuke wanted to open his gentle 
arms widely rather than have power. Warmth 
that knows radiant emotion. He broke the 
promise that they were going to be together 
forever, and that is why Kensuke broke it off 
with Asaya. But, Asaya could not forget about 
Kensuke. Asaya wants to see Kensuke’s smile 
one more time.

July 8, 2017

Tokyo MX, BS11, SunTV, 
KBS-Kyoto

Project No.9

Jikan no Shihaisha
Chronos Ruler
時間の支配者
Chronos Rulers are those who fight the time-
eating demons that appear when people wish they  
could turn back time. The Chronos Rulers fight a  
time-manipulation battle against these demons.

July 8, 2017

MBS, TBS, BS-TBS

MAPPA

Shōkoku no Altair
Altair: A Record of Battles 
将国のアルタイル
For generations the Turkiye Devleti and 
the Balt-Rhein Empire have stood in stern 
opposition to each other. Then one night, when 
an imperial minister is found assassinated, 
the two nations are plunged into a potentially 
explosive situation. As the generals of Turkiye’s 
council cry for war, Mahmut comes to discover 
the devious truth behind the assassination. Thus 
the young pasha’s battle for his country, peace, 
and trust in his fellow man begins!

Himeno Kimihara  
– Centaur no Nayami

Air dates and info are subject to change without notice. Some shows could appear on other channels on different times and days.
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July 9, 2017

Tokyo MX, AT-X, BS11

Haoliners Animation

Centaur no Nayami
A Centaur’s Life
セントールの悩み
Being a teenager is never easy…especially for a 
centaur! Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who like 
many teens her age, struggles with the trials and 
tribulations of attending high school. In fact, all 
of her classmates are supernatural creatures. Yet 
despite their fantastical natures, Himeno and 
her best friends—the dragon-winged Nozomi, 
and Kyoko with her spiraled horns—are down-
to-earth, fun- loving teenagers who grapple with 
issues of life and love in a mostly normal daily 
school setting.

July 9, 2017

Tokyo MX, KBS Kyoto, 
Sun TV, BS11, AT-X

3Hz x Actas

Princess Principal
プリンセス・プリンシパル
The “spy action” series follows five girls in 
19th century London, a city within the Albion 
Kingdom divided into east and west by a large 
wall. The girls serve as undercover spies enrolled 
as students at the prestigious Queen’s Mayfair 
school. The girls make use of their individual 
abilities to remain active in the underground 
world of disguise, espionage, infiltration and  
car chases.

July 9, 2017

MBS, Tokyo MX, BS11, 
Gunma TV

Production I.G

Ballroom e Yōkoso
Welcome to the Ballroom
ボールルームへようこそ
Feckless high school student Tatara Fujita 
wants to be good at something—anything. 
Unfortunately, he’s about as average as a slouchy 
teen can be. The local bullies know this, and make  
it a habit to hit him up for cash, but all that 
changes when the debonair Kaname Sengoku 
sends them packing. Sengoku’s not the neighbor-
hood watch, though. He’s a professional ballroom 
 dancer. And once Tatara Fujita gets pulled into 
the world of the ballroom, his life will never be 
the same.

July 10, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Sun TV, KBS Kyoto,  

BS Fuji, tvk

Project No.9

Tenshi no 3P!
Here comes the three angels!
天使の3P！
Kyō Nukui is a first year high school student 
hikikomori. His hobby is making vocaloid songs 
and uploading them online. One day he receives 
a mail from a fan asking if they could meet up 
with him. At the meeting place, 3 elementary 
school girls were waiting for him. The 3 of them 
want to form a band and ask for Kyō’s help.

July 11, 2017

AT-X, TVA, tvk,  
KBS Kyoto, SunTV

Seven

Musekinin Galaxy☆Tylor
The Irresponsible Galaxy☆Tylor
無責任ギャラクシー☆タイラー
The story centers on Banjo Ueki Tylor, and is  
set “beyond the distant future, in the even more  
distant future.” People have scattered all over the 
galaxy and lead peaceful lives on various planets. 
Banjo Tylor works in garbage disposal above  
the atmosphere of one of these planets, when he 
comes across a robot ship and finds a girl frozen 
in ice within. As it is revealed that the girl is 
actually Goza the 168th. Banjo and Goza set out 
on a journey to revive the United Planets, but 
nothing goes as planned.

July 11, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX1, BS11

Production Reed

Isekai wa Smartphone to  
Tomo ni.

In Another World With My 
Smartphone.

異世界はスマートフォンとともに。
After a freak accident involving some lightning 
winds up zapping him dead, 15-year-old Tōya 
Mochizuki wakes up to find himself face-to-face 
with God. God says that he can reincarnate 
Tōya into a world of fantasy and as a bonus, 
he gets to bring his smartphone along with! 
He sets off on a journey full of wonder as he 
absentmindedly travels from place to place.
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July 9, 2017

Tokyo MX, AT-X, BS11

Haoliners Animation

Centaur no Nayami
A Centaur’s Life
セントールの悩み
Being a teenager is never easy…especially for a 
centaur! Himeno is a sweet, shy girl, who like 
many teens her age, struggles with the trials and 
tribulations of attending high school. In fact, all 
of her classmates are supernatural creatures. Yet 
despite their fantastical natures, Himeno and 
her best friends—the dragon-winged Nozomi, 
and Kyoko with her spiraled horns—are down-
to-earth, fun- loving teenagers who grapple with 
issues of life and love in a mostly normal daily 
school setting.

July 9, 2017

Tokyo MX, KBS Kyoto, 
Sun TV, BS11, AT-X

3Hz x Actas

Princess Principal
プリンセス・プリンシパル
The “spy action” series follows five girls in 
19th century London, a city within the Albion 
Kingdom divided into east and west by a large 
wall. The girls serve as undercover spies enrolled 
as students at the prestigious Queen’s Mayfair 
school. The girls make use of their individual 
abilities to remain active in the underground 
world of disguise, espionage, infiltration and  
car chases.

July 9, 2017

MBS, Tokyo MX, BS11, 
Gunma TV

Production I.G

Ballroom e Yōkoso
Welcome to the Ballroom
ボールルームへようこそ
Feckless high school student Tatara Fujita 
wants to be good at something—anything. 
Unfortunately, he’s about as average as a slouchy 
teen can be. The local bullies know this, and make  
it a habit to hit him up for cash, but all that 
changes when the debonair Kaname Sengoku 
sends them packing. Sengoku’s not the neighbor-
hood watch, though. He’s a professional ballroom 
 dancer. And once Tatara Fujita gets pulled into 
the world of the ballroom, his life will never be 
the same.

July 10, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Sun TV, KBS Kyoto,  

BS Fuji, tvk

Project No.9

Tenshi no 3P!
Here comes the three angels!
天使の3P！
Kyō Nukui is a first year high school student 
hikikomori. His hobby is making vocaloid songs 
and uploading them online. One day he receives 
a mail from a fan asking if they could meet up 
with him. At the meeting place, 3 elementary 
school girls were waiting for him. The 3 of them 
want to form a band and ask for Kyō’s help.

July 11, 2017

AT-X, TVA, tvk,  
KBS Kyoto, SunTV

Seven

Musekinin Galaxy☆Tylor
The Irresponsible Galaxy☆Tylor
無責任ギャラクシー☆タイラー
The story centers on Banjo Ueki Tylor, and is  
set “beyond the distant future, in the even more  
distant future.” People have scattered all over the 
galaxy and lead peaceful lives on various planets. 
Banjo Tylor works in garbage disposal above  
the atmosphere of one of these planets, when he 
comes across a robot ship and finds a girl frozen 
in ice within. As it is revealed that the girl is 
actually Goza the 168th. Banjo and Goza set out 
on a journey to revive the United Planets, but 
nothing goes as planned.

July 11, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX1, BS11

Production Reed

Isekai wa Smartphone to  
Tomo ni.

In Another World With My 
Smartphone.

異世界はスマートフォンとともに。
After a freak accident involving some lightning 
winds up zapping him dead, 15-year-old Tōya 
Mochizuki wakes up to find himself face-to-face 
with God. God says that he can reincarnate 
Tōya into a world of fantasy and as a bonus, 
he gets to bring his smartphone along with! 
He sets off on a journey full of wonder as he 
absentmindedly travels from place to place.
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July 11, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX, MBS, 
TV-Aichi, BS11

Doga Kobo

New Game!!
ニューゲーム!!
Meet Aoba Suzukaze, a fresh high-school 
graduate easily mistaken for a middle school 
student who joins the game company that 
produced her favorite game as a 3D artist. Her 
cute antics as she gets her way through work and 
deals with her rather wacky co-workers.  Second 
season of New Game!

July 12, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Tochigi-TV, SunTV, RNB, 
BS Fuji, RNC-TV, MMT

drop

Clione no Akari
Clione’s Light
クリオネの灯り
The story centers around an illness-stricken, 
constantly bullied orphan girl named Minori. 
After one rainy day, she doesn’t turn up at school,  
having been admitted into a hospital in a distant 
town. Two months pass, and the girl’s two school  
friends, Takashi and Kyōko, receive a mysterious 
email with no sender listed. The email reveals a 
summer festival taking place at a nearby town.

July 12, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Sun TV, Mie TV, BS11, 

KBS Kyoto, CBC

NAZ

Hajimete no Gal
First-Time Gal
はじめてのギャル
It’s Spring. The “season of love” has arrived and 
it seems that finding himself a girlfriend was 
harder than Jun’ichi believed. To break the 
status quo, Jun’ichi’s friends have forced him 
into confessing to the gyaru, Yame Yukana. 
However, things do not go quite as he expected. 
A series of “firsts” begins!

July 12, 2017 

Tokyo MX, SunTV

TMS Jinni’s

Ikemen Sengoku: Toki wo Kakeru 
ga Koi wa Hajimaranai

Ikemen Sengoku: We Leapt 
Through Time, but Love does 
not Begin

イケメン戦国◆時をかけるが恋ははじまらない
The premise of the game involves an ordinary 
young lady who accidentally “time slips” back to 
the Sengoku Period (1467–1603 AD) where she 
is mistaken as a messenger from Heaven

July 12, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Tochigi TV, BS-Fiji, RNC

Tengu Kobou

Kaito × Ansa
カイトアンサ
5 hours until Tachikawa is annihilated, Kaito 
Aen is a passionate man who loves Tachikawa and  
along with his best friend Ansa Arishin, they 
have been chosen to becomes the saviours known  
as “Q-formers.” They are entrusted with the 
critical mission to save Tachikawa from being 
annihilated by unleashing the Q stone, a crystal 
shining with energy. Together with Tokine 
Amino and former high school student Hinata 
Takaragawa, these two must defeat the 16 
servants of the enemies and release the 16 seals. 
Can they really answer all questions correctly?

July 12, 2017

Tokyo MX, SunTV

Millepensee

Tēkyū 9
てーきゅう 9期
The TV anime series Tēkyū! is based on Roots 
and Piyo’s gag comedy manga about a girls’ tennis  
team. Ninth season of the Tēkyū! anime series.

Air dates and info are subject to change without notice. Some shows could appear on other channels on different times and days.
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July 12, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX, TVA, 
KBS Kyoto, Sun TV, 

TVQ, BS11

Lerche

Yōkoso Jitsuryoku Shijō Shugi 
no Kyōshitsu e

Welcome to the Classroom of the 
Supreme Ability Doctrine

ようこそ実力至上主義の教室へ
Kōdo Ikusei Senior High School is a leading 
prestigious school where nearly 100% of students go 
on to university or find employment. The students 
there have the freedom to wear any hairstyle and 
bring any personal effects they desire. Kōdo is 
a paradise-like school, but the most superior of 
students receive favorable treatment. Kiyotaka is a 
student of D-class, which is where the school dumps 
its “inferior” students in order to ridicule them.

July 13, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Sun TV, BS11

Pine Jam

Gamers!
ゲーマーズ！
This is a story that revolves around certain 
students and one hobby. Keita Amano is our 
lonely protagonist who has a passion for gaming 
and is friends with Tasuku Uehara, who is 
secretly a fellow gamer and is someone who 
believes his life is perfect. We also have Karen 
Tendō, the club president of the video games 
club and Chiaki Hoshinomori, who constantly 
bickers with Keita. This is a story filled with 
a non-stop sequence of comedy scenes and 
misunderstandings. Our chaotic romantic 
comedy now begins!

July 15, 2017

Tokyo MX, GTV, GYT, 
MBS, BS11

Studio Deen

Jigoku Shōjo: Yoi no Togi
Hell Girl: Company in the Evening
地獄少女 宵伽
Each episode typically follows the format of a 
self-contained short story where a person has 
been suffering torment from an acquaintance 
to the point that he or she accesses the Hell 
Correspondence website and submits a request 
to get rid of the person. Ai Enma, the Hell Girl, 
appears, and presents a doll with a red string on 
its neck that can send the named antagonist to 
Hell. Fourth season of Hell Girl with six new 
episodes and six “reminiscence” episodes.

July 22, 2017

NHK-G

Studio Deen

The Reflection
ザ・リフレクション
After THE REFLECTION, some of the 
people in all parts of the world are discovered 
with super powers. Some become heroes, and 
others villains. How did the Reflection happen? 
What was the cause of it? With many unsolved 
mysteries, the world is lead into turmoil.

Ai Enma  
– Jigoku Shōjo: 
Yoi no Togi
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July 12, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX, TVA, 
KBS Kyoto, Sun TV, 

TVQ, BS11

Lerche

Yōkoso Jitsuryoku Shijō Shugi 
no Kyōshitsu e

Welcome to the Classroom of the 
Supreme Ability Doctrine

ようこそ実力至上主義の教室へ
Kōdo Ikusei Senior High School is a leading 
prestigious school where nearly 100% of students go 
on to university or find employment. The students 
there have the freedom to wear any hairstyle and 
bring any personal effects they desire. Kōdo is 
a paradise-like school, but the most superior of 
students receive favorable treatment. Kiyotaka is a 
student of D-class, which is where the school dumps 
its “inferior” students in order to ridicule them.

July 13, 2017

AT-X, Tokyo MX,  
Sun TV, BS11

Pine Jam

Gamers!
ゲーマーズ！
This is a story that revolves around certain 
students and one hobby. Keita Amano is our 
lonely protagonist who has a passion for gaming 
and is friends with Tasuku Uehara, who is 
secretly a fellow gamer and is someone who 
believes his life is perfect. We also have Karen 
Tendō, the club president of the video games 
club and Chiaki Hoshinomori, who constantly 
bickers with Keita. This is a story filled with 
a non-stop sequence of comedy scenes and 
misunderstandings. Our chaotic romantic 
comedy now begins!

July 15, 2017

Tokyo MX, GTV, GYT, 
MBS, BS11

Studio Deen

Jigoku Shōjo: Yoi no Togi
Hell Girl: Company in the Evening
地獄少女 宵伽
Each episode typically follows the format of a 
self-contained short story where a person has 
been suffering torment from an acquaintance 
to the point that he or she accesses the Hell 
Correspondence website and submits a request 
to get rid of the person. Ai Enma, the Hell Girl, 
appears, and presents a doll with a red string on 
its neck that can send the named antagonist to 
Hell. Fourth season of Hell Girl with six new 
episodes and six “reminiscence” episodes.

July 22, 2017

NHK-G

Studio Deen

The Reflection
ザ・リフレクション
After THE REFLECTION, some of the 
people in all parts of the world are discovered 
with super powers. Some become heroes, and 
others villains. How did the Reflection happen? 
What was the cause of it? With many unsolved 
mysteries, the world is lead into turmoil.

Ai Enma  
– Jigoku Shōjo: 
Yoi no Togi
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he first time I came across Volante Design was 
during Los Angeles Comic Con back in October.  
For some time, I was in the market for a nice 
jacket I could feel good wearing. All the jackets  
I own for the past decade were gifts or were 
bought for me. Basically common crap you can 
find anywhere, had no say in the style and had no 
choice but to wear them. I looked at some some 
jackets online. They’re nice to look at, but will 
they really fit me? I was discouraged to a point 
where buying a new jacket was forgotten.

Later on that year at LACC, a friend of mine 
reminded be about buying a jacket. At the con, 
it was the last thing on my mind. We still looked 
around to find whatever we can find. That’s how 
we came across Volante Design for the first time. 
A lovely young lady helped me out. I asked her 
what would she recommended because it was 
difficult to choose with the variety. I knew that 
I wanted something along the lines of a trench 
coat, but I didn’t mention it to her. Moments 
later, she brought out this awesome, black coat 
with red trim. Though I had my doubts that it 
would fit, it did! She showed me all its features. 
It was the Eagle, but I didn't know it at the time. 
I was really hesitant to make the purchase, but 
I bit the bullet and did it! I sported that coat for 
the rest of the day at the con regardless of how 
warm was it was in that exhibit hall.

The following Monday when I wore the coat at 
work. I got nothing but stares walking into the  
building. It kinda felt good receiving compliments 
and questions on where I got the coat. Long after  
the convention, I wanted another coat. I know that  
I couldn't make another purchase, so I waited. I  
had to think about it with the holidays coming  
around. On occasion, I looked at he website try-
ing to make a decision on what style to purchase  
next. I also asked around friends at work for 
opinions. I finally decided on the Harrier MkII 
and made the order. I received it the second week  
of December just in time to for our Las Vegas 
trip where I wore it the entire time I was there.

T
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choice but to wear them. I looked at some some 
jackets online. They’re nice to look at, but will 
they really fit me? I was discouraged to a point 
where buying a new jacket was forgotten.
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what would she recommended because it was 
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I wanted something along the lines of a trench 
coat, but I didn’t mention it to her. Moments 
later, she brought out this awesome, black coat 
with red trim. Though I had my doubts that it 
would fit, it did! She showed me all its features. 
It was the Eagle, but I didn't know it at the time. 
I was really hesitant to make the purchase, but 
I bit the bullet and did it! I sported that coat for 
the rest of the day at the con regardless of how 
warm was it was in that exhibit hall.

The following Monday when I wore the coat at 
work. I got nothing but stares walking into the  
building. It kinda felt good receiving compliments 
and questions on where I got the coat. Long after  
the convention, I wanted another coat. I know that  
I couldn't make another purchase, so I waited. I  
had to think about it with the holidays coming  
around. On occasion, I looked at he website try-
ing to make a decision on what style to purchase  
next. I also asked around friends at work for 
opinions. I finally decided on the Harrier MkII 
and made the order. I received it the second week  
of December just in time to for our Las Vegas 
trip where I wore it the entire time I was there.
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Let me introduce you to fashion  
designers David and Willow Volante 
of Volante Design. Will you please a 
little about yourselves?
David does the pattern design work. He is 
the talent behind Volante Design. I do the 
marketing, and logistics that make it pos-
sible to bring those designs out to comic 
cons around the country.

P

Are you self taught or did you study 
fashion design?
We’re 100% self taught. I like to think 
that this frees us from doing the predict-
able stuff that we might have been pushed 
towards if we’d done a fashion education.

P

Where does your artistic influence on 
your designs come from? How did it 
find their way into your work?
David: I’ve always loved video games, I’ve 
played since I was a kind. I used to wonder  
why video game characters were so much 
cooler looking than regular people. So I 
basically made clothes that made me feel 
like a video game character. The best part 
was that most people my age also grew up 
with video games and started buying the 
stuff that I was making.

What is your favorite part about being a fashion 
designer?
David: I think it’s being my own boss and seeing ideas 
and designs become real, wearable pieces of clothing. 
That is still pretty magical. At the same time I work way 
more hours per week than a 9-5 job.

P

How did you select the materials you used?
David: I like cotton, wool, real materials, natural fibers. 
They look better, they feel good, they wear better.

P

Are there any type of articles of clothing that you 
avoid designing?
David: People are always asking for pants. The process  
of making pants is so reliant on machinery that we don’t  
have, and won’t be able to afford for the next 10 years at 
least. Most folks don’t understand what it takes to make 
a pair of pants. Take a look at your jeans back pocket. 
That is made 100% by a programmable machine (imag-
ine about 35 seconds per pocket) for a human to stitch 
that pocket, it would take a few hours per pocket.

What is one of the most exciting moments you have 
had in your career?
Probably, when we first launched the Eagle product page.  
We randomly put 100 coats in stock, figuring we’d 
never sell that many, and we sold out right away, in like 
4 hours we’d sold 120. Don’t ask me what happened or 
how we got those extra 20. That was the most money 
I’d ever seen in one place. We had a crazy idea, that we 
thought might sell a few coats, but then to sell out that 
fast. It was pretty amazing. We had promised to make 
those coats custom, for $345 each. We had no real way 
to make them, so we hired someone to cut fabric and 
started to make a company.

Title page: Men’s Automata vest 
(Eclipse color scheme)

Left: Women’s Automata vest 
(Havana color scheme)

Right: Men’s Eagle MK2 (Arctic 
Ocean color scheme)
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How do you come up with the decision of 
starting up your label?
David: It was almost an accident. I started 
making clothes that I liked and wanted to 
wear. Men’s clothing is pretty limited if you 
want to look anything other than “business 
casual.” I had a blog, I posted some photos of 
my designs and people started messaging me 
to see what those designs would cost. At first 
I charged a pittance, I had no idea what it 
should cost to make a custom piece. We still 
try and keep our standard sized items attain-
able for people. 

P

What was the most memorable challenge?
Probably when we took orders for 120 jackets  
that we charged $345 for. We were going to 
make them one at a time custom size and 
custom color. It was totally unrealistic.

P

How do you balance creativity with 
business?
There’s really no difference if we’re doing it 
right, but we try to keep consistent business 
hours and not work all night long.

What is the biggest lesson that you have learned 
since you started your label?
That people don’t know how things are made. They 
don’t understand why it matters that our products are 
made in the usa, and not in china by children. One of 
the most frustrating questions we get is why is it so 
expensive? We are proud to make our coats, vests and 
accessories 100% by hand in the US. That means that 
we can guarantee the quality of each and every product 
we make! 

P

What’s your latest fashion design project?
That’s a secret :) We’ll release our new stuff when we’re 
ready!

Have you ever had your collection showcased in a 
fashion show? How did the audience receive the them?
We’ve been featured a few times, once with amazing 
comic con and at LACC. I think reception was good. 
Honestly, we were back stage making sure that every-
body got on and off stage in the right order! We do get 
good reception at our various comic cons, and shows 
that we go to. Our design work is pretty different than a 
lot of what’s out there. 

Left: Men’s Hacker jacket (Midnight Fog 
color scheme)

Right page: Women’s Hacker jacket back 
view (Midnight Fog and Engineer color 
schemes)

Following pages:

Left: Women’s Peregrine jacket front and 
rear views (Damacus Steel color scheme)

Right : Men’s Peregrine jacket (Wicked 
color scheme) and a detailed view of the 
zippered pocket
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How has your work evolved since you began your 
own label?
I think we’re better at just about everything.

P

What advice would you give to aspiring fashion 
designers?
Sew at least 6 hours a day! Know what you’re good 
at, and focus on that, look for people who are good at 
stuff that you’re bad at, so you balance each other out. 
David and I are extremely lucky to have totally different 
strengths that we’ve directed towards our company.

What are your plans for the future?
David: It would be a fantasy of mine to see my designs 
in a videogame.

P

Where can our readers contact you for more 
information?
info@volantedesign.us is the best way to reach us, 
there’s also Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. v

New women’s Tracer 
jacket (Obsidian color 
scheme) with rear and 
front views
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New men’s Tracer jacket 
front view and detailed 
back view of the collar
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Who's That Seiyū of Spring 2017

Izumi, Sagiri
Eromanga Sensei

Fujita, Akane

藤田 茜
DOB: January 26, 1993
Shizuoka

Blood Type: B

Current Roles…

Sistine Fibel
Majutsu Akashic Records

Hanami, Yuzuka
Mahō Shōjo Mō Ii Desu

Uda, Megumi
High School Fleet

Materia Black
Frame Arms Girl

Yamazaki, Erii

山崎 エリイ
DOB: November 20, 1997
Chiba

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Shii
Nyanko Days

Aizawa, Yū
Pan de Peace!

Eto
Meshimase Lodoss-tō Senki

Uzumaki, Boruto
BORUTO

Sanpei, Yūko

三瓶 由布子
DOB: February 28, 1986
Tokushima

Blood Type: B

Current Roles…

Ema, Yuzuru
World Trigger

Ryū
Akagami no Shirayukihime

Shinjūrō
Kamisama Kiss

Gennai, Ao
Frame Arms Girl

Hikasa, Yōko

日笠 陽子
DOB: July 16, 1985
Kanagawa

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Alicetelia February
Re:Creators

Diana Cavendish
Little Witch Academia

Satō, Sakie
Demi-chan wa Kataritai

Eriri Spencer Sawamura
Saekano

Ōnishi, Saori

大西 沙織
DOB: August 6, 1992
Chiba

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Aiz Wallenstein
DanMachi

Marie Bell Breguet
Clockwork Planet

Vignette April Tsukinose
Gabriel DropOut

Koharu, Yoshino
Sakura Quest

Nanase, Ayaka

七瀬 彩夏
DOB: July 11, 1994
Tōkyō

Blood Type: B

Current Roles…

Hibino, Aya
Aozora Under Girls

Raichi
Kamisama Minarai

Trine Sanando
Grimms Notes

Kasumigaoka, Utaha
Saekano

Kayano, Ai

茅野 愛衣
DOB: September 13, 1987
Tōkyō

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Alisha Diphda
Tales of Zestiria the X

Dustiness Ford Lalatina
KonoSuba

Hōjō, Lily
Hand Shakers

Haruki, Misora
Sagrada Reset

Kana, Hanazawa

花澤香菜
DOB: February 25, 1989
Tōkyō

Blood Type: AB

Current Roles…

Raphiel Shiraha
Gabriel DropOut

Lucy Montgomery
Bungō Stray Dogs

Elvira Friedman
Shūmatsu no Izetta

Sakuragi, Hinako
Hinako Note

Ichimichi, Mao

市道 真央
DOB: February 1, 1992 
Osaka

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Tsukai, Saraka
Seikai Suru Kado

Amatsuki, Meguru
Kaitō Tenshi Twin Angel

Miyata, Sayaka
Keijo!!!!!!!!

Hiiragi, Mayuki
Hinako Note

Ogura, Yui

小倉 唯
DOB: August 15, 1995
Midori, Gunma

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Namori, Mana
Schoolgirl Strikers

Hayase, Kinue
Masamune-kun no Revenge

Beelzebub
Nanatsu no Taizai

Asai, Kei
Sagrada Reset

Ishikawa, Kaito

石川 界人
DOB: October 13, 1993
Tōkyō

Blood Type: AB

Current Roles…

Hayate
Hand Shakers

Kageyama, Tobio
Haikyū!!

Takagi, Shinta
Kimi no Na Wa.

Izumi, Masamune
Eromanga Sensei

Matsuoka,  
Yoshitsugu

松岡 禎丞
DOB: September 17, 1986
Hokkaidō

Blood Type: O

Current Roles…

Dr. Strange Love
ēlDLIVE

Harem Bay
Undefeated Bahamut

Betelgeuse Romanée-Conti
Re:Zero
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Manga Releases
Summer 2017

Beasts of  
Abigaile, Vol. 1
Aoki Spica
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
June 27, 2017  

Flying Witch, 
Vol. 2
Chihiro Ishizuka
Vertical Comics
June 27, 2017  

Log Horizon, 
Vol. 8 (Light 
Novel)
Mamare Touno,  
Kazuhiro Hara
Yen On
June 27, 2017  

BLAME!, Vol. 4
Tsutomu Nihei
Vertical Comics
June 27, 2017  

Freezing, Vol. 
15–16
Dall-Young Lim,  
Kwang-Hyun Kim
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
June 27, 2017  

Persona 3, Vol. 4
Atlus, Shūji Sogabe
Udon Entertainment
June 27, 2017  

Clockwork 
Planet, Vol. 3
Kuro, Yū Kamiya, 
Tsubaki Himana
Kodansha Comics
June 27, 2017  

Hour of the 
Zombie, Vol. 5
Tsukasa Saimura
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
June 27, 2017  

Love to Lie 
Angle, Vol. 1
Merryhachi
Digital Manga Publishing
June 28, 2017  

Concrete  
Revolutio: The 
Complete Saga
BONES, Aikawa Shō, 
Nylon
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
June 27, 2017  

Land of the  
Lustrous, Vol. 1
Haruko Ichikawa
Kodansha Comics
June 27, 2017  

Nyotai-ka!,  
Vol. 5††

Ru-en Rōga
801 Media, Inc.
June 28, 2017  

Mitsuru Kirijō – Persona 3
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Manga Releases
Summer 2017 Continued

Fate/Zero, Vol. 5
Shinjirō, Gen Urobuchi, 
Type Moon
Dark Horse Manga
July 4, 2017  

Naruto (3-in-1 
Edition), Vol. 19
Masashi Kishimoto
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Pokémon X·Y, 
Vol. 11
Hidenori Kusaka,  
Satoshi Yamamoto
VIZ Media - Children s
July 4, 2017  

Haikyu!!, Vol. 13
Haruichi Furudate
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Nisekoi: False 
Love, Vol. 22
Naoshi Komi
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Rurouni Kenshin  
(3-in-1 Edition), 
Vol. 3
Nobuhiro Watsuki
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Hatsune Miku: 
Acute
Shiori Asahina
Dark Horse Manga
July 4, 2017  

Oresama  
Teacher, Vol. 22
Izumi Tsubaki
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Twin Star  
Exorcists, Vol. 9
Yoshiaki Sukeno
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Honey So 
Sweet, Vol. 7
Amu Meguro
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Pokémon 
Omega Ruby & 
Alpha Sapphire, 
Vol. 4
Hidenori Kusaka,  
Satoshi Yamamoto
VIZ Media - Children s
July 4, 2017  

Water Dragon’s 
Bride, Vol. 2
Rei Tōma
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Tyrant Falls In 
Love, Vol. 10†

Hinako Takanaga
Digital Manga Publishing
June 28, 2017  

Nurse Hitomi’s 
Monster  
Infirmary, Vol. 6
Shake-O
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

Anonymous 
Noise, Vol. 3
Ryōko Fukuyama
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Alice & Zoroku, 
Vol. 1
Tetsuya Imai
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

Occultic;Nine, 
Vol. 1
Chiyomaru Shikura, pako
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

Bleach, Vol. 70
Tite Kubo
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Ancient Magus’ 
Bride, Vol. 7
Kore Yamazaki
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

Wadanohara 
and the Great 
Blue Sea
Mogeko
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

Blue Exorcist, 
Vol. 17
Kazue Katō
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Magical Girl 
Apocalypse, 
Vol. 12
Kentaro Satō
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 3, 2017  

7th Garden, 
Vol. 5
Mitsu Izumi
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Demon Prince 
of Momochi 
House, Vol. 9
Aya Shōoto
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  
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World Trigger, 
Vol. 16
Daisuke Ashihara
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 4, 2017  

Ghost Diary, 
Vol. 2
Seiju Natsumegu
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 11, 2017  

NTR: Netsuzou 
Trap, Vol. 3
Kodama Naoko
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 11, 2017  

Yamada-kun 
and the Seven 
Witches, Vol. 14
Miki Yoshikawa
Kodansha Comics
July 4, 2017  

Immortal 
Hounds, Vol. 5
Ryō Yasohachi
Vertical Comics
July 11, 2017  

Persona 3, Vol. 5
Atlus, Shūji Sogabe
Udon Entertainment
July 11, 2017  

Case Closed, 
Vol. 63
Gōshō Aoyama
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 11, 2017  

Interviews with 
Monster Girls, 
Vol. 5
Petos
Kodansha Comics
July 11, 2017  

Dreamin Sun, 
Vol. 2
Ichigo Takano
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 11, 2017  

Legend of Zelda:  
Four Swords 
-Legendary 
 Edition-
Akira Himekawa
VIZ Media, LLC.; 
Legendary ed edition
July 11, 2017  

The information presented here is as accurate as much as humanly possible and is subject to change without notice.†Yaoi and ††hentai titles for mature audiences 18+.

Haru and  
Kosaki Onodera  
– Nisekoi: False Love
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Welcome to the 
Ballroom, Vol. 6
Tomo Takeuchi
Kodansha Comics
July 11, 2017  

Akame ga KILL!, 
Vol. 11
Takahiro, Tetsuya Tashiro
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Death March 
to the Parallel 
World Rhapsody,  
Vol. 3
Hiro Ainana, Ayamegumu
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

In/Spectre,  
Vol. 5
Chasiba Katase,  
Kyō Shirodaira
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Kuma Miko, 
Vol. 5
Masume Yoshimoto
One Peace Books
July 18, 2017  

World’s Greatest  
First Love, Vol. 7†

Shungiku Nakamura
SuBLime
July 11, 2017  

Angel Beats!: 
Heaven’s Door, 
Vol. 3
Jun Maeda, Yuriko Asami
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 18, 2017  

Hana & Hina 
After School, 
Vol. 2
Milk Morinaga
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 18, 2017  

Is It Wrong  
to Try to Pick 
Up Girls in a 
Dungeon?, Vol. 7
Fujino Ōmori, Kunieda
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Liselotte & 
Witch's Forest, 
Vol. 5
Natsuki Takaya
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

A Certain  
Magical Index, 
Vol. 10
Kazuma Kamachi, 
Chuya Kogino
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Betrayal Knows 
My Name, Vol. 7
Hotaru Odagiri
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Happiness, 
Vol. 5
Shūzō Oshimi
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Kakegurui: 
Compulsive 
Gambler, Vol. 1
Homura Kawamoto, 
Toru Naomura
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Lord Marksman 
and Vanadis, 
Vol. 4
Tsukasa Kawaguchi, 
Nobuhiko Yanai
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 18, 2017  

Aho-Girl:  
Clueless Girl, 
Vol. 1
Hiroyuki
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Blade of the  
Immortal  
Omnibus, Vol. 3
Hiroaki Samura
Dark Horse Books
July 18, 2017  

Horimiya, Vol. 8
HERO,  
Daisuke Hagiwara
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Konosuba: God’s  
Blessing on 
This Wonderful 
World!, Vol. 4
Natsume Akatsuki, 
Masahito Watari
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Magika  
Swordsman 
and Summoner, 
Vol. 7
Mitsuki Mihara, 
MonRin
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 18, 2017  

RIN-NE, Vol. 24
Rumiko Takahashi
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 11, 2017  

Sacred  
Blacksmith,  
Vol. 10
Isao Miura,  
Kotaro Yamada
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 11, 2017  

Seven Deadly 
Sins, Vol. 21
Nakaba Suzuki
Kodansha Comics
July 11, 2017  

Usagi Yojimbo, 
Vol. 31
Stan Sakai
Dark Horse Books
July 11, 2017  
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Mobile Suit 
Gundam WING: 
Endless Waltz, 
Vol. 1
Tomofumi Ogasawara, 
Yoshiyuki Tomino,  
Hajime Yadate,  
Katsuyuki Sumizawa
Vertical Comics
July 18, 2017 

Monthly Girls 
Nozaki-kun, 
Vol. 8
Izumi Tsubaki
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Nichijou, Vol. 9
Kei’ichi Arawi
Vertical Comics
July 18, 2017  

Princess  
Jellyfish, Vol. 5
Akiko Higashimura
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Royal Tutor, 
Vol. 2
Higasa Akai
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Taboo Tattoo, 
Vol. 7
Shinjirō 
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Waiting for 
Spring, Vol. 1
Anashin
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Fairy Tail,  
Vol. 61
Hiro Mashima
Kodansha Comics
July 25, 2017  

Maria Holic, 
Vol. 10
Minari Endō
One Peace Books
July 25, 2017  

Smokin Parade, 
Vol. 2
Jinsei Kataoka,  
Kazuma Kondō
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Terra Formars, 
Vol. 18
Yū Sasuga, Ken’ichi 
Tachibana
VIZ Media, LLC.
July 18, 2017  

A Certain  
Scientific  
Railgun, Vol. 12
Kazuma Kamachi,  
Motoi Fuyukawa
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

Generation 
Witch, Vol. 1
Isaki Uta
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

My Monster 
Secret, Vol. 7
Eiji Masuda
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

Spice and Wolf, 
Vol. 13
Isuna Hasekura,  
Keito Kōme
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Triage X, Vol. 13
Shōji Satō
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Battle Rabbits, 
Vol. 4
Yūki Amemiya,  
Ichihara Yukino
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

Hatsune Miku: 
Bad End Night, 
Vol. 2
Hitoshizuku-P × Yama, 
Tsubata Nozaki
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

No Game No 
Life, Vol. 6 
(Light Novel)
Yū Kamiya
Yen On
July 25, 2017  

Sweetness and 
Lightning, Vol. 7
Gido Amagakure
Kodansha Comics
July 18, 2017  

Twinkle Stars, 
Vol. 3
Natsuki Takaya
Yen Press
July 18, 2017  

Descending 
Stories: Showa 
Genroku 
Rakugo Shinju, 
Vol. 2
Haruko Kumota
Kodansha Comics
July 25, 2017  

Hatsune Miku: 
Rin-Chan Now!, 
Vol. 2
Sezu, OwataP,  
Hiro Tamura
Dark Horse Manga
July 25, 2017  

Scum’s Wish, 
Vol. 4
Mengo Yokoyari
Yen Press
July 25, 2017  
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Machi Amayadori  
& Natsu Kumai  
– Kuma Miko

Wolfsmund, 
Vol. 8
Mitsuhisa Kuji
Vertical
July 25, 2017  

Assassination 
Classroom,  
Vol. 17
Yusei Matsui
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Attack on Titan, 
Vol. 22
Hajime Isayama
Kodansha Comics
August 1, 2017  

Behind the 
Scenes!!, Vol. 4
Bisco Hatori
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Sekirei, Vol. 1
Sakurako Gokurakuin
Yen Press
July 25, 2017  

Seven Princes of 
the Thousand-
Year Labyrinth, 
Vol. 3
Yū Aikawa, Atori Haruno
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

Testament of 
Sister New 
Devil, Vol. 6
Tetsuto Uesu,  
Miyakokasiwa
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
July 25, 2017  

UQ Holder,  
Vol. 11
Ken Akamatsu
Kodansha Comics
July 25, 2017  

Taiga Kagami  
– Kuroko’s Basketball
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Food Wars!: 
Shokugeki no 
Soma, Vol. 19
Yūto Tsukuda, Shun Saeki,  
Yuki Morisaki
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Magical Girl 
Site, Vol. 3
Kentaro Satō
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 1, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Persona 3, Vol. 6
Atlus, Shūji Sogabe
Udon Entertainment
August 1, 2017  

There’s a Demon  
Lord on the 
Floor, Vol. 3
Kawakami Masaki
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 1, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Yu-Gi-Oh! (3-in-1  
Edition), Vol. 11
Kazuki Takahashi
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Haikyu!!, Vol. 14
Haruichi Furudate
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Maid-sama!  
(2-in-1 Edition), 
Vol. 9
Hiro Fujiwara
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Platinum End, 
Vol. 3
Tsugumi Ōba,  
Takeshi Obata
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Toriko, Vol. 3
Mitsutoshi Shimabukuro
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Attack on Titan: 
Before the Fall, 
Vol. 11
Ryō Suzukaze,  
Hajime Isayama,  
Satoshi Shiki
Kodansha Comics
August 8, 2017  

Black Clover, 
Vol. 8
Yūki Tabata
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Kaze Hikaru, 
Vol. 25
Taeko Watanabe
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

My Hero  
Academia, Vol. 9
Kōhei Horikoshi
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

She and Her Cat
Tsubasa Yamaguchi, 
Makoto Shinkai
Vertical Comics
August 1, 2017  

Vampire Knight: 
Memories, Vol. 1
Matsuri Hino
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Devils and  
Realist, Vol. 13
Madoka Takadono, 
Utako Yukihiro
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Bleach (3-in-1 
Edition), Vol. 20
Tite Kubo
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Kuroko’s  
Basketball  
(2-in-1 Edition), 
Vol. 7
Tadatoshi Fujimaki
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

One Piece,  
Vol. 83
Ei’ichirō Oda
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

So Cute It 
Hurts!!, Vol. 14
Gō Ikeyamada
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Yona of the 
Dawn, Vol. 7
Mizuho Kusanagi
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 1, 2017  

Finder Deluxe 
Edition: Caught 
in a Cage, Vol. 2†

Ayano Yamane
SuBLime; Deluxe 
edition
August 8, 2017  

Grimgar of  
Fantasy and 
Ash, Vol. 2 
(Light Novel)
Ao Jyumonji, Eiri Shirai
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

I Am a Hero 
Omnibus, Vol. 4
Kengo Hanazawa,  
Kumar Sivasubramanian
Dark Horse Manga
August 8, 2017  
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Legend of 
Zelda: Twilight 
Princess, Vol. 2
Akira Himekawa
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 8, 2017  

Nirvana, Vol. 1
ZOWLS, Sayuki
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  

Servamp, Vol. 10
Strike Tanaka
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Akuma no 
Riddle: Riddle 
Story of Devil, 
Vol. 5
Yun Kōga,  
Sunao Minakata
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 15, 2017

Fairy Tail  
Master’s  
Edition, Vol. 4
Hiro Mashima
Kodansha Comics
August 15, 2017  

Magi: The  
Labyrinth of 
Magic, Vol. 25
Shinobu Ōtaka
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 8, 2017  

No Panties No 
Problem, Vol. 1
Azure Konno
Digital Manga Publishing
August 8, 2017  

Ten Count,  
Vol. 5†

Rihito Takarai
SuBLime
August 8, 2017  

Assassin’s Creed:  
Awakening, 
Vol. 1
Takashi Yano, Kenzi Oiwa
Titan Comics
August 15, 2017  

I Hear the  
Sunspot†

Yūki Fumino
One Peace Books
August 15, 2017  

Itsuwaribito, 
Vol. 21
Yūki Iinuma
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 8, 2017  

Miss Kobayashi’s  
Dragon Maid, 
Vol. 4
Coolkyoushinja
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Not Lives, Vol. 6
Wataru Karasuma
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 8, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Usagi Yojimbo 
Saga: Legends
Stan Sakai
Dark Horse Books
August 8, 2017  

Clockwork 
Planet, Vol. 4
Kuro, Yū Kamiya, 
Tsubaki Himana
Kodansha Comics
August 15, 2017  

Maga-tsuki, 
Vol. 8
Hoshino Taguchi
Kodansha Comics
August 15, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

LDK, Vol. 10
Ayu Watanabe
Kodansha Comics
August 8, 2017  

Monster 
Hunter: Flash 
Hunter, Vol. 9
Kei’ichi Hikami,  
Shin Yamamoto
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 8, 2017  

Return of the 
Prince, Vol. 1†

Junko
Digital Manga Publishing
August 8, 2017  

Aho-Girl:  
Clueless Girl, 
Vol. 2
Hiroyuki
Kodansha Comics
August 15, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Devils Line, 
Vol. 8
Ryō Hanada
Vertical Comics
August 15, 2017  

Mobile Suit 
Gundam  
Thunderbolt, 
Vol. 4
Yasuo Ōtagaki,  
Yoshiyuki Tomino, 
Hajime Yatate
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 15, 2017

Neon Genesis 
Evangelion: 
The Shinji’ikari 
Raising Project 
Omnibus, Vol. 4
Osamu Takahashi, Khara
Dark Horse Manga
August 15, 2017  

Tokyo Ghoul, 
Vol. 14
Sui Ishida
VIZ Media, LLC.
August 15, 2017
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xxxHOLiC Rei, 
Vol. 4
Clamp
Kodansha Comics
August 15, 2017  

A Centaur’s Life, 
Vol. 12
Kei Murayama
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 22, 2017  

Animal Land 12
Makoto Raiku
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  

Anne Happy, 
Vol. 6
Cotoji
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  

RyuZU  
– Clockwork Planet
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Aoharu X 
Machinegun, 
Vol. 6
Naoe
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  

Delicious in 
Dungeon, Vol. 2
Ryōko Kui
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Fire Force, Vol. 5
Atsushi Ōkubo
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  

Blood Lad,  
Vol. 9
Yūki Kodama
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Demonizer 
Zilch, Vol. 3
Milan Matra
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

First Love  
Monster, Vol. 7
Akira Hiyoshimaru
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

BTOOOM!,  
Vol. 18
Jun ya Inoue
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Dimension W, 
Vol. 7
Yūji Iwahara
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Girls Last Tour, 
Vol. 2
Tsukumizu
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Citrus, Vol. 6
Saburōta
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Drifters, Vol. 4
Kōta Hirano
Dark Horse Manga
August 22, 2017  

High School 
DxD, Vol. 9
Hiroji Mishima,  
Zero Miyama,  
Ichiei Ishibumi
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Mira Yurizaki  
– Dimension W
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Inuyashiki, 
Vol. 8
Hiroya Oku
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Log Horizon: 
The West Wind 
Brigade, Vol. 6
Mamare Touno, Koyuki, 
Kazuhiro Hara
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Irregular at 
Magic High 
School, Vol. 5 
(Light Novel)
Tsutomu Satō,  
Kana Ishida
Yen On
August 22, 2017  

Love and Lies, 
Vol. 1
Musao Tsumugi
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  

Kiss and White 
Lily for My 
Dearest Girl, 
Vol. 3
Canno
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Murciélago, 
Vol. 3
Yoshimurakana
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Land of the  
Lustrous, Vol. 2
Haruko Ichikawa
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Re:ZERO: Starting 
Life in Another 
World, Chapter 
2: A Week at the 
Mansion, Vol. 2
Tappei Nagatsuki,  
Shin ichirō Otsuka, 
Makoto Fugetsu
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

RG Veda  
Omnibus, Vol. 3
Clamp
Dark Horse Manga
August 22, 2017  

That Time I Got 
Reincarnated as 
a Slime, Vol. 1
Fuse, Taiki Kawakami
Kodansha Comics
August 22, 2017  

Yowamushi 
Pedal, Vol. 6
Wataru Watanabe
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Cardfight!!  
Vanguard,  
Vol. 9
Akira Itō
Vertical
August 29, 2017  

Rokka: Braves 
of the Six  
Flowers, Vol. 3
Ishio Yamagata, Kei Tōru
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Trinity Seven: 
The Seven  
Magicians,  
Vol. 10
Kenji Saito, Akinari Nao
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

A Certain  
Scientific  
Accelerator, 
Vol. 6
Kazuma Kamachi, 
Yamaji Arata
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Chiro: The Star 
Project, Vol. 8
Hyekyung Baek
NETCOMICS
August 29, 2017  

Spirits & Cat 
Ears, Vol. 3
Miyuki Nakayama
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Übel Blatt,  
Vol. 9
Etorōji Shiono
Yen Press
August 22, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Absolute Duo, 
Vol. 1
Takumi Hiiragiboshi, 
Shin’ichirō Nariie
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Don’t Meddle 
With My  
Daughter, Vol. 1
Nozomu Tamaki
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Sword Art 
Online, Vol. 11 
(Light Novel)
Reki Kawahara
Yen On
August 22, 2017  

What Did You 
Eat Yesterday?, 
Vol. 12†

Fumi Fumi Yoshinaga
Vertical
August 22, 2017  

Akashic Records 
of the Bastard 
Magical  
Instructor, Vol. 1
Tarō Hitsuji, Aosa Tsunemi
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Give to the 
Heart: Memories,  
Vol. 2
Wann
NETCOMICS
August 29, 2017  
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Captain Harlock:  
Dimensional 
Voyage, Vol. 1
Leiji Matsumoto,  
Kō’ichi Shimahoshi
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Kiss Him, Not 
Me, Vol. 12
JUNKO
Kodansha Comics
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Nisekoi: False 
Love, Vol. 23
Naoshi Komi
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Skip Beat!,  
Vol. 39
Yoshiki Nakamura
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017

Everyone’s  
Getting Married,  
Vol. 6
Izumi Miyazono
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Mobile Suit 
Gundam WING: 
Endless Waltz, 
Vol. 2
Tomofumi Ogasawara, 
Katsuyuki Sumizawa
Vertical Comics
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

One Piece  
(Omnibus  
Edition), Vol. 21
Ei’ichirō Oda
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Sweetness and 
Lightning, Vol. 8
Gido Amagakure
Kodansha Comics
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Golden Time, 
Vol. 8
Yuyuko Takemiya, 
Umechazuke
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

My Love Story!!, 
Vol. 13
Kazune Kawahara
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

One-Punch 
Man, Vol. 12
ONE, Yusuke Murata
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017

Tales of Zestiria, 
Vol. 2
Shiramine
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Haikyu!!, Vol. 15
Haruichi Furudate
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Naruto: Chibi 
Sasuke’s  
Sharingan  
Legend, Vol. 1
Kenji Taira,  
Masashi Kishimoto
VIZ Media, LLC.; 
Reprint edition
September 5, 2017

Queen’s  
Quality, Vol. 1
Kyōsuke Motomi
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Vampire Hunter 
D, Vol. 26
Hideyuki Kikuchi,  
Yoshitaka Amano
Dark Horse Manga
September 5, 2017  

Kigurumi 
Guardians,  
Vol. 1
Lily Hoshino
Kodansha Comics
August 29, 2017  

Anonymous 
Noise, Vol. 4
Ryōko Fukuyama
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  

Monster  
Musume,  
Vol. 12
Okayado
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Arpeggio of 
Blue Steel,  
Vol. 11
Ark Performance
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Pandora in the 
Crimson Shell: 
Ghost Urn,  
Vol. 8
Masamune Shirow, 
Rikudō Kōshi
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
August 29, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Bloody Mary, 
Vol. 8
Akaza Samamiya
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Sweet Blood, 
Vol. 8
Seyoung Kim
NETCOMICS
August 29, 2017  

Boruto:  
Naruto Next 
Generations, 
Vol. 2
Ukyō Kodachi,  
Masashi Kishimoto, 
Mikio Ikemoto
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017

Manga Releases
Summer 2017 Continued

Waiting for 
Spring, Vol. 2
Anashin
Kodansha Comics
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Don’t Be Cruel, 
Vol. 5†

Yonezou Nekota
SuBLime
September 12, 2017

Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V, 
Vol. 2
Shin Yoshida,  
Kazuki Takahashi, 
Naohito Miyoshi
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017

Genshiken: 
Second Season, 
Vol. 11
Shimoku Kio
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

BLAME!, Vol. 5
Tsutomu Nihei 
Vertical Comics
September 12, 2017

Hayate the 
Combat Butler, 
Vol. 30
Kenjirō Hata 
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 12, 2017

Complex Age, 
Vol. 6
Yui Sakuma
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Love Stage!!, 
Vol. 7†

Eiki Eiki, Taishi Zaō
SuBLime
September 12, 2017

Rose Guns Days 
Season 3, Vol. 1
Ryukishi07, Yō Ōmura
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Mikagura 
School Suite 
Vol. 1: The 
Manga  
Companion
Sayuki, Last Note
One Peace Books
September 12, 2017

Welcome to the 
Ballroom, Vol. 7
Tomo Takeuchi
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Strike the 
Blood, Vol. 8
Gakuto Mikumo, TATE, 
Manyako
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Non Non Biyori, 
Vol. 8
Atto
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Of the Red, the 
Light, and the 
Ayakashi, Vol. 8
HaccaWorks*, Nanao
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

The Seven 
Princes of the 
Thousand-Year 
Labyrinth, Vol. 4
Aikawa Yū, Atori Haruno
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Occultic;Nine, 
Vol. 2
Chiyomaru Shikura, pako
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Wataru Tachibana, Isumi Saginomiya, 
Sakuya Aizawa, Hayate Ayasak  
& Nagi Sanzenin  
– Hayate the Combat Butler
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Waiting for 
Spring, Vol. 2
Anashin
Kodansha Comics
September 5, 2017  
Not Actual Cover

Don’t Be Cruel, 
Vol. 5†

Yonezou Nekota
SuBLime
September 12, 2017

Yu-Gi-Oh! Arc-V, 
Vol. 2
Shin Yoshida,  
Kazuki Takahashi, 
Naohito Miyoshi
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 5, 2017

Genshiken: 
Second Season, 
Vol. 11
Shimoku Kio
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

BLAME!, Vol. 5
Tsutomu Nihei 
Vertical Comics
September 12, 2017

Hayate the 
Combat Butler, 
Vol. 30
Kenjirō Hata 
VIZ Media, LLC.
September 12, 2017

Complex Age, 
Vol. 6
Yui Sakuma
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Love Stage!!, 
Vol. 7†

Eiki Eiki, Taishi Zaō
SuBLime
September 12, 2017

Rose Guns Days 
Season 3, Vol. 1
Ryukishi07, Yō Ōmura
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Mikagura 
School Suite 
Vol. 1: The 
Manga  
Companion
Sayuki, Last Note
One Peace Books
September 12, 2017

Welcome to the 
Ballroom, Vol. 7
Tomo Takeuchi
Kodansha Comics
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Strike the 
Blood, Vol. 8
Gakuto Mikumo, TATE, 
Manyako
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Non Non Biyori, 
Vol. 8
Atto
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Of the Red, the 
Light, and the 
Ayakashi, Vol. 8
HaccaWorks*, Nanao
Yen Press
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

The Seven 
Princes of the 
Thousand-Year 
Labyrinth, Vol. 4
Aikawa Yū, Atori Haruno
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 19, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Occultic;Nine, 
Vol. 2
Chiyomaru Shikura, pako
Seven Seas  
Entertainment
September 12, 2017
Not Actual Cover

Wataru Tachibana, Isumi Saginomiya, 
Sakuya Aizawa, Hayate Ayasak  
& Nagi Sanzenin  
– Hayate the Combat Butler
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2017 Swimsuit

Summer

Special

BG Art by wbd

Onigiri
Shizuka Gozen & Yoshitsune

Fūka
Fūka Akitsuki & Koyuki Hinashi

Long Riders!
Aoi Niigak, Ami Kurata & Saki Takamiya

Haikyū!!
Daichi Sawamura, Kōshi Sugawara, Tobio Kageyama,  
Shōyō Hinata, Yū Nishinoya & Ryūnosuke Tanaka

Shokugeki no Sōma
Sōma Yukihira, Isami Aldini, Takumi Aldini  
& Satoshi Isshiki

Keijo!!!!!!!!
Sayaka Miyata & Nozomi Kaminashi

Taboo Tattoo
Bluesy “Izzy” Fruesy & Tōko Ichinose

Chaos;Child
Nono Kurusu & Serika Onoe

Macross Δ
Mikumo Guynemer, Mirage Farina Jenius & Freyja Wion

Kono Subarashii Sekai ni Shukufuku wo!
Raratina Dustiness Ford, Megumin & Luna

Ao no Exorcist
Mephisto Pheles, Konekomaru Miwa, Renzō Shima,  
Yukio Okumura, Ryūji Suguro & Rin Okumura

Netoge no Yome wa Onna  
no Ko Janai to Omotta
Ako Tamaki
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Avanchick
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Upcoming Anime 
DVD/Blu-Ray Releases

Summwe 2017
June 20

Dragon Ball Z Kai –  
The Final Chapters, Part 3
Funimation
DVD • $4998 MSRP

Dragon Ball Z Kai –  
The Final Chapters, Part 3
Funimation
Blu-ray • $5998 MSRP

NORN9: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $4998 MSRP • Sub

NORN9: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $5998 MSRP • Sub

One Piece: Season 9, Part 1
Funimation
DVD • $3998 MSRP

Ping Pong the Animation: Complete 
Collection (S.A.V.E. Edition)
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $2998 MSRP

Sailor Moon S: Season 3, Part 2
Viz Media
DVD • $3999 MSRP

Sailor Moon S: Season 3, Part 2
Viz Media
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6999 MSRP

The Big O:  
Season 1 & 2 Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $7998 MSRP

The Seven Deadly Sins: Season 1, Part 2
Funimation
DVD • $3998 MSRP

The Seven Deadly Sins: Season 1, Part 2
Funimation
Blu-ray • $6498 MSRP

June 27

Assassination Classroom:  
Season 2, Part 2
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP
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Upcoming Anime DVD/Blu-Ray Releases
Summwe 2017 Continued

Blue Exorcist: Season 1 Box
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $29998 MSRP

Code Geass - Akito the Exiled:  
Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP

Fatal Fury the Movie
Discotek Media

Blu-ray • $2995 MSRP

GoShogun: The Time Etranger
Discotek Media
DVD • $1995 MSRP

GoShogun: The Time Etranger
Discotek Media

Blu-ray • $2995 MSRP

KanColle - Kantai Collection:  
Complete Collection

Crunchyroll/Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP

Magi - The Kingdom of Magic:  
Complete Set
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $29998 MSRP

Magi - The Labyrinth of Magic:  
Complete Set
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $29998 MSRP

Naruto Shippuden: Set 31
Viz Media
DVD • $3999 MSRP

Origin - Spirits of the Past
Funimation

Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $1998 MSRP
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Upcoming Anime DVD/Blu-Ray Releases
Summwe 2017 Continued

Panda! Go Panda!
Discotek Media
Blu-ray • $2995 MSRP

Samurai Warriors: Complete Collection
Funimation
DVD • $4498 MSRP

SCHOOL-LIVE!: Complete Collection
Funimation
DVD • $5998 MSRP

SCHOOL-LIVE!: Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray • $6998 MSRP

SCHOOL-LIVE!:  
Complete Collection (LE)
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $12998 MSRP

Sea Prince and the Fire Child
Discotek Media
Blu-ray • $2995 MSRP

Sword Art Online: Season 1 & Extra 
Edition Box
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $19998 MSRP

Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions
4K Media/Anchor Bay
DVD • $1998 MSRP

Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions
4K Media/Anchor Bay
Blu-ray • $2499 MSRP

July 1

Kuromukuro, Vol.1 Collector’s Edition
PONYCAN USA
Blu-ray • $15098 MSRP

July 4

Gatchaman Fighter:  
Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $7998 MSRP • Sub

July 4

Hyouka, Part 1
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $5998 MSRP

The Boy and the Beast (CE)
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $4998 MSRP

July 11

GATE: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $7998 MSRP

GATE: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $9998 MSRP

GATE: Complete Collection (LE)
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $19998 MSRP

Junjo Romantica: Season 1 Collection
TRSI/Nozomi Ent
Blu-ray • $5499 MSRP • Sub

Kumamiko - Girl Meets Bear:  
Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP • Sub

Mobile Suit Gundam MS Igloo:  
Complete Collection
SUNRISE/TRSI
DVD • $4999 MSRP • Sub

Mobile Suit Gundam MS Igloo:  
Complete Collection
SUNRISE/TRSI
Blu-ray • $6499 MSRP • Sub

Mobile Suit Gundam Thunderbolt: 
December Sky
SUNRISE/TRSI
DVD • $2499 MSRP

Mobile Suit Gundam Thunderbolt: 
December Sky
SUNRISE/TRSI
Blu-ray • $3499 MSRP

July 14

Kuromukuro, Vol.2 Collector’s Edition
PONYCAN USA
Blu-ray • $15098 MSRP

July 18

Record of Lodoss War:  
OVA + Chronicles of  
the Heroic Knight Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $8498 MSRP • 
TV:DVD

Resident Evil: Vendetta
Sony Pictures
DVD • $2599 MSRP • Dub

Resident Evil: Vendetta
Sony Pictures
Blu-ray • $2699 MSRP • Dub

Resident Evil: Vendetta
Sony Pictures
4K Ultra HD/Blu-ray Combo •  
$3499 MSRP • Dub
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Upcoming Anime DVD/Blu-Ray Releases
Summwe 2017 Continued

Resident Evil: Vendetta (SteelBook) 
[Best Buy exclusive]
Sony Pictures
K Ultra HD/Blu-ray Combo •  
$2499 MSRP • Dub

Three Leaves, Three Colors:  
Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP

Valerian & Laureline:  
Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $6998 MSRP • Dub

WWW. WAGNARIA!!, Vol.1
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $8998 MSRP • Sub

July 25

And You Thought There is Never  
a Girl Online?: Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6498 MSRP

And You Thought There is Never  
a Girl Online?: Complete Collection (LE)
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $8498 MSRP

Dragon Ball Super, Part 1
Funimation
DVD • $3998 MSRP

Dragon Ball Super, Part 1
Funimation
Blu-ray • $4498 MSRP

JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure: Set 1 (LE)
Viz Media
Blu-ray • $6999 MSRP

Monster Musume - Everyday Life with 
Monster Girls: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $5998 MSRP

Monster Musume - Everyday Life with 
Monster Girls: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $6998 MSRP

Monster Musume -  
Everyday Life with Monster Girls: 
Complete Collection (LE)
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $14998 MSRP

RIN-NE: Season 2 Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $6998 MSRP • Sub

RIN-NE: Season 2 Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $8998 MSRP • Sub

August 1

Fruits Basket: Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray • $6998 MSRP

Fruits Basket: The Sweet Sixteen  
Anniversary Edition
Funimation
Blu-ray • $8498 MSRP

Junjo Romantica: Season 2 Collection
TRSI/Nozomi Ent.
Blu-ray • $5499 MSRP • Sub

Mobile Suit Gundam the Origin: 
Chronicle of Char and Sayla
SUNRISE/TRSI
DVD • $4999 MSRP

Mobile Suit Gundam the Origin: 
Chronicle of Char and Sayla
SUNRISE/TRSI
Blu-ray • $6499 MSRP

August 8

Hidamari Sketch x Honeycomb:  
Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $5998 MSRP • Sub

Tokyo Ravens: Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $6998 MSRP

August 15

Digimon Adventure tri.: Determination
Shout! Factory
DVD • $1498 MSRP

Digimon Adventure tri.: Determination
Shout! Factory
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $2497 MSRP

Fairy Tail: Collection 9
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $5498 MSRP

Food Wars! Shokugeki no Soma:  
Season 1 Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $7998 MSRP

Food Wars! Shokugeki no Soma:  
Season 1 Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $9998 MSRP

Food Wars! Shokugeki no Soma:  
Season 1 Collection (LE)
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $19998 MSRP
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Upcoming Anime DVD/Blu-Ray Releases
Summwe 2017 Continued

One Piece: Season 9, Part 2
Funimation
DVD • $3998 MSRP

August 22

Bakuon!!: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $4998 MSRP • Sub

Bakuon!!: Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $5998 MSRP • Sub

Beyond the Boundary  
-I’ll Be Here-
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $4998 MSRP

Rainbow Days: Complete Collection
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $5498 
MSRP • Sub

August 29

Endride, Part 2
Funimation
Blu-ray/DVD 
Combo • $6498 
MSRP

Ushio & 
Tora (TV): 
Complete  
Collection
Sentai Filmworks
DVD • $9998 MSRP

Ushio & Tora (TV): 
Complete Collection
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray • $12998 
MSRP

Ushio & Tora (TV): Complete  
Collection (LE)
Sentai Filmworks
Blu-ray/DVD Combo • $24998 MSRP

September 26
Occultic;Nine, Vol.1
Aniplex of America
Blu-ray • $9998 MSRP 
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The information presented here is as accurate as much as humanly possible and is subject to change without notice.
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Anime Character
Information

Anime Character
 

July 七月
1

Kikuchi, Yōko
Siren

2
Yoroizuka, Mizore
Hibike! Euphonium

3
Sakihata, Rimi
ChäoS;HEAd

4
Ibuki, Imina

Schoolgirl Strikers

6
Shindō, Emu

Ore, Twintail ni Narimasu

8
Morioka, Ginei

Rosario + Vampire

10
Ace

Final Fantasy Type-0

11
Noto, Izumi
Total Eclipse

13
Kanoe, Kirie

Tasogare  
Otome × Amunejia

15
Midoriya, Izuku

Boku no Academia

17
Claire Rondo
Πλανήτες

18
Yanasegawa, Yaeko

Terra Formars

19
Isami Aldini

Shokugeki no Sōma

21
Himejima, Akeno
Highschool DxD

22
Otosuna, Mihari

Mangaka-san  
to Ashisutanto-san to

23
Reina Prowler

Macross Δ

24
Washimi, Kiyoto
Prince of Stride

25
Ishizuki, Mana

sola

26
Murasami, Shizu

To Love-Ru

26
Hīragi, Mahiru
Owari no Seraph

27
Saotome, Alto

Macross Frontier

28
Nishijima, Shigeo

Area no Kishi

29
Shima, Tetsuo

AKIRA

31
Tanigawa, Kanna

Ano Natsu do Matteru

http://www.animeleague.com
mailto:info@animeleague.com
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August 八月

September 九月

1
Akitsuki, Fūka

Fūka

2
Leo de la Iglesia

Yuri on Ice

3
Itsuka, Kotori
Date A Live

4
Charlotte Weiss

Schoolgirl Strikers

5
Hiyama, Miu

Seiren

7
Miyazawa, Yukine

CLANNAD

8
Nana Astar Deviluke

To Love-Ru

9
Sakino, Asuka

Kimi Kiss

10
Kanie, Seiya

Amagi Brilliant Park

11
Yamane, Katsuji
Prince of Stride

12
Kaizaki, Arata

ReLIFE

15
Basara Nekki

Macross 7

17
Jack

Final Fantasy Type-0

18
Kajika

Kōtetsujō no Kabaneri

19
Amō, Kirikiri

Busō Shōjo Machiavellism

20
Howard Phillips Lovecraft

Bungō Stray Dogs

21
Ōmae, Kumiko

Hibike! Euphonium

22
Ayanokōji, Mashiro

Tonari no Kaibutsu-kun

23
Ywain

Divine Gate

24
Saikyō, Tomomi

Ladies Versus Butlers

25
A

Show by Rock!!

27
Kotoishi, Naru

Barakamon

30
Urushibara, Ruka

Steins;Gate

31
Suminoe, Keita

kissxsis

1
Okumura, Ken’ichi
Kuroko no Basket

2
Kuboyasu, Aren

Saiki Kusuo no Psi-nan

3
Wakamatsu, Hirotaka

Gekkan Shōjo Nozaki-kun

4
Yachi, Hitoka

Haikyū!!

6
Kariu, Rena

ReLIFE

8
Shiozaki, Ibara

Boku no Hero Academia

9
Mikado, Ryōko

To Love-Ru

11
Aizawa, Shōji

 Beelzebub

12
Takaya, Noriko

Top wo Nerae! Gunbuster

13
Sunakawa, Makoto

Oremonogatari

14
Naruse, Kakeru

orange

15
Sakuragawa, Mikoto

Ore, Twintail ni Narimasu.

16
Sakurai, Honoka

Suzuka

17
Nanba, Hibito
Uchū Kyōdai

18
Kujō, Hajime

Isshūkan Friends

19
Howzer

Nanatsu no Taizai

21
Hayate, Immelmann

Macross Δ

22
Rindō, Yōtarō
World Trigger

23
Katō, Megumi
Saenai Heroine  
no Sodatekata

24
Kurusu

Kōtetsujō no Kabaneri

26
Smith

Monster Musume

27
Amane, Suzuha

Steins;Gate

28
Ashton Anchors
Star Ocean EX

29
Shidō, Irina 

High School DxD
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The information presented here is as accurate as much as humanly possible and is subject to change without notice. †NewType The Motion Picutres Magazine

3
Yūki, Asuna
結城 明日奈
Sword Art Online

Top Male Ranking

Top Female Ranking

3
Kirigaya, Kazuto
桐ヶ谷 和人
Sword Art Online

†

†

10
Araragi, Koyomi
阿良々木 暦
Monogatari Series

6
Lelouch Lamperouge
ルルーシュ•ランペ
ルージ
Code Geass: 
Hangyaku no Lelouch

5
Satō, Kazuma
佐藤 和真
Kono Subarashii 
Sekai ni Shukufuku o

7
Mikazuki Augus
三日月・オーガス
Kidō Senshi Gundam 
Tekketsu no Orphans

2
Eren Jaeger
エレン・イェー
ガー
Shingeki no Kyojin

4
Char Aznable
シャア・アズナ
ブル
Kidō Senshi Gundam

9
Sakata, Gintoki
坂田銀時
Gintama

8
Connie Springer
コニー・スプリン
ガー
Shingeki no Kyojin

1
Levi

リヴァイ
Shingeki no Kyojin

7
Katō, Megumi
加藤 恵
Saenai Heroine  
no Sodatekata

6
Saber Arturia 
Pendragon
セイバー•アルトリア•
ペンドラゴン
Fate/zero

1
Mikasa Ackerman

ミカサ・ 
アッカーマン
Shingeki no Kyojin

2
Serval
サーバル
Kemono Friends

5
Hanji Zoe
ハンジ・ゾエ
Shingeki no Kyojin

4
Sasha Braus
サシャ・ブラウス
Shingeki no Kyojin

8
Krista Lenz
クリスタ・レンズ
Shingeki no Kyojin

9
Annie Leonhart
アニ・レオンハート
Shingeki no Kyojin

10
Rem
レム
Re:Zero kara  
Hajimeru Isekai 
Seikatsu
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To Love-Ru: Darkness

Iam finding myself with some rather mixed feelings after 
finally finishing this manga. The To LOVE-Ru franchise has 
now lasted over a decade, and for about half of that time, it 
has been the flagship of the ecchi harem genre. You would 
think that such a famous, popular and lengthy series would 
at least be able to deliver a proper resolution upon finally 
concluding, but in this case not even 36 volumes was enough 
it seems. For the second time in the series’ history, we now 
find ourselves in desperate need of a continuation. The first 
time our prayers were answered when the sequel Darkness 
started publishing a little over a year after the original man-
ga’s ending. I can only hope lightning does, in fact, strike 
twice in the same place.

To Love-Ru: Darkness
To LOVEる -とらぶる- ダークネス
TV • October 6, 2012 – December 27, 2012
TV • July 5, 2015 – October 28, 2015
XEBEC

www.j-toloveru.com
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/To_Love-Ru

Director: Ōtsuki, Atsushi
Music: Watanabe, Takeshi

Cast:
Yūki, Rito = Watanabe, Akeno
Yūki, Mikan = Hanazawa, Kana
Lala Satalin Deviluke = Tomatsu, Haruka
Momo Belia Deviluke = Toyosaki, Aki
Nana Asta Deviluke = Itō, Kanae
Golden Darkness (Yami) = Fukuen, Misato
Kurosaki, Mea = Iguchi, Yuka
Tearju Lunatique = Fukuen, Misato
Nemesis = Hidaka, Rina
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There are many things that need to be said about this manga,  
but I have tried to divide it into four general focal points in  
this rather in-depth review. Hopefully I can manage to explain  
just why I have loved this manga so much more than any 

other series of its genre over the years, but also why the end-
ing disappointed me so much.

1. Aiming straight for the harem ending.
The original To LOVE-Ru never really tried to be anything  

out of the ordinary. It was mainly just a standard love triangle 
romcom revolving around Rito, Lala and Haruna,  
and most of the story followed a light-
hearted episodic structure without  
much plot progression in either 
direction. It was not bad, but it 
was rather cliché and did not leave 
much of a lasting impression.

Darkness on the other hand makes it clear from pretty much  
the very first chapter that it is trying to do something com-
pletely different. It makes the strong statement that it is 
actually aiming for a true harem ending, and that it is going 

to find a way to make it canoni-
cally possible. This is basically  
a direct challenge to what has 
always been one of the biggest  
problems with the harem genre, 
namely how to end it. In general,  
when you have a story with a 
male protagonist surrounded 
by a bunch of girls that are all 
in love with him, you are pre-
sented with two different even-
tual possible choices: either a) 
make him pick one of the girls 
at the end, or b) keep maintain-
ing the status quo in order to 
keep things balanced between 
them. Unfortunately neither of  
these options are particularly  
satisfying for the general fan  

base, because the girls are always designed to fit various  
tropes in order to appeal to different audiences, which means  
that no matter which girl is chosen at the end, a lot of people 
are going to end up annoyed at the outcome because they 

would have preferred someone else. And if you maintain the 
status quo, it will only start getting repetitive over time and 
an eventual open ending means that no one will have their 
personal favorite girl picked, which is hardly optimal either.

In a visual novel, this would be a non-issue since there 
every girl can just have her own route instead. But in linear 
mediums like manga and anime, this is not really an option. 
So the only option you are left with here that could theo-
retically please everyone is a true harem ending, with the 
guy actually ending up in a committed relationship with all 
the girls simultaneously. But this essentially never happens 
because polygamy is unfortunately illegal in Japan, and also 
writing a story where such an insane development actually 
seems plausible is a lot easier said than done. But Darkness 
actually has a solution to both these problems (more on that 
later), and is thus able to make it work.

The sad truth is, however, that despite all the buildup and 
potential that Darkness had in order to actually open the 
door to that elusive harem ending for once…we were still 
never taken to the Promised Land. Instead of keeping the 
story going until it actually reached that seemingly inevita-
ble conclusion, on March 4, 2017, the manga just…stopped. 
It was not a filler ending or something that threw away the 
plot development or anything, but rather it pretty much 
ends with just another transitional chapter. It barely even 
qualifies as an ending at all. If we really are getting another 
sequel in the future (which is still unknown) then this is 

totally fine, but if we are not then it will have been such a 
huge waste of potential. Sure, this is ultimately the kind of 
series where the journey is more important than the ending, 
but given just how much potential Darkness had to actually 
deliver an exceptionally good ending, it would still be very 
unsatisfying to never get to see it with your own eyes.

2.  Self-awareness of what the audience 
really wants to see.

Perhaps the most common downfall of ecchi series is what 
I like to refer to as excuse stories. An excuse story is essen-
tially when a writer throws in some sort of mediocre and/or 
generic plotline in what is otherwise a fan service-oriented 
series, not because the readers actually want it but simply in 
order to have an excuse ready in case the SJWs come knock-
ing on their front door. “T-There is more than just busts 
[edited] and asses in my manga, just look at this great story 
it also has! R-Right?” That kind of stuff. Whenever I see this 
done, first of all I can’t help but feel that the author is a bit 
of a wuss, but it also just makes the series itself straight-up 
worse. Throwing in some half-assed plotline into an ecchi 
manga only takes away time that could have been spent on 
more ecchi scenarios or something equally productive, and 
if the story is really that average it is hardly going to impress 
anyone on its own regardless. If I specifically decided to pick 
up this manga, I probably did it for the boobs. If I wanted a  
serious storyline, I would have picked up something else 
altogether. On top of all that, combining the two tends to 
really ruin the atmosphere because it is very difficult to take 
a story seriously at the same time as you lean back and enjoy 

the fan service shots. In other 
words, it doesn’t please anyone.

Fortunately, To LOVE-Ru: 
Darkness doesn’t do this; the 
direct opposite in fact. While 
Darkness most certainly does 
have a progressive story, the 
plotline itself is basically an 

intricate form of fan service.  
The entire plot is written in  

order to naturally accom-
modate as many borderline 
hentai scenarios as possible  

without them feeling forced,  
and like mentioned 

earlier, to eventually 
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reach that elusive true harem ending that is usually always 
relegated to a mere fantasy in these types of series. The whole  
manga is basically wish-fulfillment to the extreme, but it is  
done in a way which makes it all very easy to appreciate. It 
never pretends to be something it is not, and instead just rolls  
with it. It fully embraces its own sexual nature and flaunts it.  
For example, Rito consistently managing to fall face-first into 
all these girls’ crotches on a daily basis sounds forced and 
stupid on paper, but here it has actually been turned into a  
running joke. The characters in the show itself acknowledge 
that Rito has some sort of physics-defying super power that 
causes this, and there is even a chapter where the story satir-
ically tries to scientifically analyze the logic behind this con-
dition. All in all, it manages to keep things light-hearted and  
all in good fun even in its most stupid aspects.

Another advantage is what the harem setup means for the 
community. When it comes to harems, the viewers/readers  
tend to end up at each other’s throats before long simply 
because everyone has different tastes in girls, and despite 
the supposedly light-hearted premise of the series itself, the  
fans still turn hostile due to their  
so-called waifu wars. The To 
LOVE-Ru Darkness fan base 
however is not really like that. 
Since it has been so clear since 
the beginning that the harem 
ending has always been the end  
goal, there is no need to fight 
over who the best girl is, because  
after all in the harem ending,  
every girl is a winner. As a result  
the series has one of the friend-
liest communities I have seen in  
manga and anime, and one of  
few I can actually say I am proud  
to be a part of. Or to quote Ken 

Sugisak, “…in the harem end-
ing, everyone is happy.”

3. The characters.
As nice as the aforementioned  

points are, a harem is still noth-
ing without its heroines, but that  
is also perhaps Darkness’ stron-
gest side of all as well. Not only 
do they peak high, but the sheer 
number of great girls in this story  
is through the roof.

I am not going to go through 
every single one of them (that 
would take forever), but one girl  
which I do think deserves a  

special mention is Momo Deviluke. Originally introduced 
about halfway through the original manga alongside her sister  
Nana, she was always a playful and sexually aggressive girl. 
However, she was never anything more than a side character  
in the first manga, but with the start of Darkness that changed 
quite drastically. Lala, and especially Haruna took a step 
down from the spotlight and made way for Momo to take 
over that position instead. The mere fact that such a role swap  
even took place is quite unusual to begin with, but the way it 
impacted the story cannot be understated.

The whole reason Darkness started aiming for the harem 
ending to begin with is a direct result of her actions. What 
Momo has done for this manga pretty much resolves the 
normal issues with how to end a harem story as mentioned 
earlier…or at least it was supposed to up until the “ending”  
actually happened. As much as she loves Rito, she realizes 
that she can never be number one in his heart and koo thus 
the only way to make her love come true is by sharing him 
with the other girls. If she cannot become his only wife, 
then she will settle for being a concubine. Accomplishing 

this essentially requires two things: Rito marrying Lala and 
thus becoming the heir to the throne of Deviluke, which in  
turn would make Japanese laws a non-issue since polygamy  
is normal and legal within Devilukean space, and also Momo  
needs to convince the other girls who are in love with Rito 
to be willing to share him as well since it would be strange 
for Rito to accept specifically Momo as a second wife yet 
none of the others. The result of this is that she not only pur-
sues Rito’s affection for herself, but she tries to help pretty 
much every relevant girl in the entire manga to score some 
points with him. Improving her own position and helping 
her love rivals do the same essentially becomes one and the 
same thing. As a result, we have a consistent stream of inti-
mate ecchi scenarios being generated between Rito and all  
the other girls as a direct result of Momo’s behind-the-scenes  
manipulation. It makes these events actually feel believable  
and natural despite their ludicrous contents and timing, 
instead of feeling forced like they normally would, and it 
directly paves the way for the true harem ending to take place  
in a way which actually makes sense story-wise (so again, if 
we never get to see it out, it would truly be a shame).

Now you could argue that she is forcing her ideals upon 
other people against their wishes with this, and honestly I 
don’t disagree on that. That is Momo’s sin and one she has to 
live with, but people doing crazy things for love is nothing  
unheard of in the realm of fiction (nor reality for that matter).  
More importantly though, regardless of whether her actions 
can be considered admirable or not on a personal level, the 
fact of the matter is that they generate a huge amount of the 
manga’s incredible wish-fulfillment scenario and the series 
would not be the same without her. Darkness as a whole is 
basically fan servic and Momo’s string-pulling is a big part 
as for why.

Regarding the other girls in Darkness, the manga also does 
a good job at giving all the relevant ones just enough charac-
terization for you to care about them, and then tries its abso-
lute hardest to show off their sex appeal. You will be well 
acquainted with pretty much every single nook and cranny 
of each of these girls’ bodies before the end of this manga. 
With such a large harem cast, there is more than enough for  
every reader to find their own favorites, and rest assured that  
you will see plenty of screen time for her, whoever she may be.  
The manga tries to give all the girls enough moments in the 
spotlight to appease their fans, yet without slowing down the  
story progression to any unreasonable degree. Personally, I 
am primarily a fan of Momo, Yami, Mikan and Nemesis but  
honestly there are maybe half a dozen more which I would 
still put well above regular harem standards as well. The 
bottom line is—the girls in Darkness are generally super 
hot, but they still feel like genuine characters with their own 
motivations and reasons.

Of course that is not to say that everyone is perfect. First 
and foremost, our resident protagonist Rito can be pretty 
annoying to see in action sometimes. Sure, he is actually a  
very nice and kindhearted guy who only ever wishes the best  
for those he cares for, but considering the situations he ends 
up in, his innocence can sometimes drive you crazy. With the  
sheer amount of carnal lust and perversion that constantly 
keeps revolving around him and the other girls, it can be a 
bit frustrating to see him merely panic and stutter instead 
of actually making a move on the girl in question. This is 

Do you really 
hate me that 

much?
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probably attributed to  
the fact that when you  
are sitting at home 
reading the manga, it  
is quite easy to end up  

getting pretty horny, 
and thus seeing him run away instead of pushing the issue 
whenever he ends up in borderline hentai scenarios is basi-
cally nothing but cockblock. But of course, this is not actu-
ally a hentai manga, so what do you expect. On the other hand,  
you could argue that it lowers his credibility because Rito is  
still supposed to be a healthy teenage boy and thus being 
able to always resist all these temptations is a bit unfathom-
able—no matter how timid of a personality he may have.

There is also the rather obvious issue of Haruna, the girl 

consistently makes girls look as  
attractive as this. The attention 
to detail, the shot angles, the 
color patterns and the character  
designs are all almost perfect.  
And considering the overwhelm- 
ing  amount of nudity the manga  
has, there is an unbelievable 
amount of extremely sexy draw- 
ings as a result. I also really like 
how Yabuki (the artist) manages  
to make the girls look hot with-
out exaggerating their propor-
tions. There are no complete 
boob monsters in this manga; 
almost all the girls actually look 
like the teenage girls they’re supposed to be, but still in a very  
erotic way. But again, it is something you are better off seeing  
for yourself than reading about.

Speaking of lewdness, something that has always bothered  
me with a lot of ecchi series is that a lot of the time, their 
sexual content is just…not enough. If you are going to have 
erotic content in a manga, it should be a given that it would 
be nice if it actually managed to turn me on. If there is some 
other purpose for it (like comedic effect or something) that 
is obviously a different story, but if the sole purpose is to 
act as eye candy then it doesn’t really serve its purpose if it 
doesn’t manage to catch my interest. Just seeing a panty shot 
every five minutes or having some breasts jiggle in front of 
the camera is way too softcore for me.

Now Darkness on the other hand absolutely bombards you  
with lewd shots almost non-stop. No matter the scene, if there  
is any chance at making it ever so slightly more erotic, Yabuki  
will make it happen one way or another. It is both creative in  
terms of sexual content, but also versatile and intense. The 
manga is basically a millimeter  
away from being hentai a lot of  
the time. Due to its science  
fiction-based nature, basically  
anything is possible due to the  
multiple different alien girls 
within the cast and their unique  
abilities, as well as the multiple  
strange devices they bring with 
them to the planet (more spe-
cifically Lala) that always end 
up creating some sort of direct 
sexual consequence that would 
never be able to happen in real  
life. It also goes pretty far even  
during its more “normal” scenes  

and seeing girls orgasming on screen in Rito’s arms is nothing  
out of the ordinary. Sometimes it shows scenes that may or 
may not be porn depending on how you read between the lines.  
If you want to fap to this manga, you most certainly can.

But as if that was not enough to generate all the ecchi con-
tent you could ever ask for, on top of that Yabuki actually 
pushes the limits of what is legal to put in a non-18+ manga. 
There are numerous moments over the course of the series 
where if you look closely enough, you can catch some things 
which Yabuki put in that probably went unnoticed by the 
editorial department. For example, in chapter 62, you can 
see a clear reflection of Haruna’s uncensored crotch [edited] 
reflected in Nemesis’ eye. In chapter 70, the same can be seen  
for Mikan reflected in a bathroom faucet. At numerous points  
there are scenes with close-up crotch shots of stark naked 
girls where there is only something barely obscuring the 
vertical line of the slit but nothing else. There are several 
occasions where shots are drawn in ways which quite heavily  
suggest that Momo has just given Rito a blowjob (usually 

who was originally based upon the mangaka’s ex-wife whom 
after cheating on her husband and divorcing him led to the 
premature conclusion of the original To LOVE-Ru manga 
(if you want the full story on that, Google it). While this 

incident is partially responsible for the drastic change in 
direction plotwise in Darkness as well as the shift in lead 

heroine position, Haruna unfortunately also serves as a  
hindrance in it. Since it was already established since 
the beginning of the first manga that Rito has been 
in love with her since years back, those feelings of 
affection only end up becoming counteractive to 
Darkness’ harem ordeals. Since Rito still loves her, 
it is difficult for him to accept the idea of having a  

harem, so her mere existence effectively slows down  
the plot progression. This is unfortunate because  
Haruna herself is fairly irrelevant in large por-

tions of Darkness and is also widely considered  
to be the most boring character of the show. The 

mere fact that Rito even likes her so much feels more  
and more baffling the longer the series goes on because  

Haruna basically never does anything of note at all. Sure,  
she was there first, but other than that, it is difficult to 

understand why Rito would care so much for her specifically  
instead of any of the other girls whom he is always interacting  
so much more with. A lot of the time it feels like he is just 
forcing himself to believe that he still likes her in order to 
maintain some sort of normal life, because believing other-
wise would be more or less the same as admitting that he 
wants the harem ending which is not only crazy on paper 
but also rather difficult for such a timid person to accept. 
However, seeing as this manga was always about extreme 
wish-fulfillment as mentioned earlier rather than love drama,  
most people have still just wanted her to get out already over 
the course of the manga in order to proceed with the harem 
route instead.

4. The eroticism.
Although it is a bit difficult to properly describe it with 

words, long story short: the art of To LOVE-Ru: Darkness 
is simply incredible. I can’t think of any other manga which 
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every five minutes or having some breasts jiggle in front of 
the camera is way too softcore for me.

Now Darkness on the other hand absolutely bombards you  
with lewd shots almost non-stop. No matter the scene, if there  
is any chance at making it ever so slightly more erotic, Yabuki  
will make it happen one way or another. It is both creative in  
terms of sexual content, but also versatile and intense. The 
manga is basically a millimeter  
away from being hentai a lot of  
the time. Due to its science  
fiction-based nature, basically  
anything is possible due to the  
multiple different alien girls 
within the cast and their unique  
abilities, as well as the multiple  
strange devices they bring with 
them to the planet (more spe-
cifically Lala) that always end 
up creating some sort of direct 
sexual consequence that would 
never be able to happen in real  
life. It also goes pretty far even  
during its more “normal” scenes  

and seeing girls orgasming on screen in Rito’s arms is nothing  
out of the ordinary. Sometimes it shows scenes that may or 
may not be porn depending on how you read between the lines.  
If you want to fap to this manga, you most certainly can.

But as if that was not enough to generate all the ecchi con-
tent you could ever ask for, on top of that Yabuki actually 
pushes the limits of what is legal to put in a non-18+ manga. 
There are numerous moments over the course of the series 
where if you look closely enough, you can catch some things 
which Yabuki put in that probably went unnoticed by the 
editorial department. For example, in chapter 62, you can 
see a clear reflection of Haruna’s uncensored crotch [edited] 
reflected in Nemesis’ eye. In chapter 70, the same can be seen  
for Mikan reflected in a bathroom faucet. At numerous points  
there are scenes with close-up crotch shots of stark naked 
girls where there is only something barely obscuring the 
vertical line of the slit but nothing else. There are several 
occasions where shots are drawn in ways which quite heavily  
suggest that Momo has just given Rito a blowjob (usually 

who was originally based upon the mangaka’s ex-wife whom 
after cheating on her husband and divorcing him led to the 
premature conclusion of the original To LOVE-Ru manga 
(if you want the full story on that, Google it). While this 

incident is partially responsible for the drastic change in 
direction plotwise in Darkness as well as the shift in lead 

heroine position, Haruna unfortunately also serves as a  
hindrance in it. Since it was already established since 
the beginning of the first manga that Rito has been 
in love with her since years back, those feelings of 
affection only end up becoming counteractive to 
Darkness’ harem ordeals. Since Rito still loves her, 
it is difficult for him to accept the idea of having a  

harem, so her mere existence effectively slows down  
the plot progression. This is unfortunate because  
Haruna herself is fairly irrelevant in large por-

tions of Darkness and is also widely considered  
to be the most boring character of the show. The 

mere fact that Rito even likes her so much feels more  
and more baffling the longer the series goes on because  

Haruna basically never does anything of note at all. Sure,  
she was there first, but other than that, it is difficult to 

understand why Rito would care so much for her specifically  
instead of any of the other girls whom he is always interacting  
so much more with. A lot of the time it feels like he is just 
forcing himself to believe that he still likes her in order to 
maintain some sort of normal life, because believing other-
wise would be more or less the same as admitting that he 
wants the harem ending which is not only crazy on paper 
but also rather difficult for such a timid person to accept. 
However, seeing as this manga was always about extreme 
wish-fulfillment as mentioned earlier rather than love drama,  
most people have still just wanted her to get out already over 
the course of the manga in order to proceed with the harem 
route instead.

4. The eroticism.
Although it is a bit difficult to properly describe it with 

words, long story short: the art of To LOVE-Ru: Darkness 
is simply incredible. I can’t think of any other manga which 
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whilst he is sleeping), but of course it never officially confirms  
or denies this, and even Yui may or may not have accidentally  
done the same at one point in chapter 64. A good tip would 
be to read Darkness quite slowly and pay attention even dur-
ing panels with little to no text on them, because mere ecchi 
drawings might contain some interesting hidden gems for 
you to find. Or if you are too lazy, there are some Easter egg 
compilations just a quick Google search away.

Not only that though, but as a direct consequence of all 
this, the H-dōjins for the To LOVE-Ru franchise are gener-
ally fantastic. Since the manga is basically the epitome of 
sexual wish-fulfillment and everything about it is so close to 
being porn already, it constantly teases and stimulates your 
imagination, and thus turning it into hentai for real inside 
the minds of the fans is not exactly very difficult. As a result, 
the series has perhaps the highest number of parody dōjins 
you can find for a single franchise if you discount giants like 
Tōhō and Kantai Collection. And because of how sexy so 
many of these girls are to begin with, the general dōjin  
quality is just as impressive as its quantity. If reading a new 
chapter of the manga is enough to get you horny but not 
quite enough to get off, then this is a quite obvious choice 

for where to look next.
Overall, there is an absolute plethora of things to like about  

this manga by ecchi harem standards, and while it still is not  
perfect, I think it has come closer than any other series I have  
seen thus far within the genre. However, the fact that the story  
was sadly cut short is a huge setback. The final chapter does 
give some vague hints that the manga might continue in the 
future, but it is certainly nothing I would consider definitive.  
I can only pray that it will happen though no matter how 
long it takes, because the story sorely needs it. I have heard 
some rumors that the mangaka wants to move on to some 
other genres in the future which would be a bad sign for the 
chances of To LOVE-Ru continuing, but I cannot verify the 
truth of this.

Either way, while the eventual fate of the story is still up in 
the air, nothing can take away from the fact that at the very 
least, the Darkness chapter of the To LOVE-Ru franchise was  
an absolute joyride from start to finish, and is not only my 
favorite ecchi harem series to date, but one of my all-time 
favorite manga, period. If only your average fan service series  
could learn from it, there might be a lot less bashing on ecchi  
harems in general one day. v HaXXspetten

L-R: Golden Darkness (Yami), Rito Yūki, 
Mikan Yūki, Momo Deviluke, Nana Deviluke 
& Lala Deviluke
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Console &  
Desktop Gaming
Summer 2017
June 21

Chess Ultra
Ripstone Games
E • Board • PS4, Xbox1

June 23

Ever Oasis
Nintendo • Grezzo
E • RPG • N3DS

Get Even
Bandai Namco Games •  
The Farm 51
NA • Shooter • PC, PS4, Xbox1

June 26

Secret World Legends
Funcom
NA • RPG • PC

June 27

Ancient Amuletor
Time of Virtual Reality • TiGames
T • Action • PS4

Arizona Sunshine
Vertigo Games BV
M • Shooter • PS4

Danganronpa: Another  
Episode – Ultra Despair Girls
NIS America, Inc. • Spike  
Chunsoft Co., Ltd.
M • Shooter • PC, PS4

Elite: Dangerous
Frontier Developments
T • Action • PS4

RPG Maker Fes
Nintendo • Enterbrain
E • Simulation • N3DS

The Golf Club 2
Maximum Games • HB Studios
E • Sports • PC, PS4, Xbox1

Valkyria Revolution
SEGA • Media.Vision
T • RPG • PS4, PS Vita, Xbox1

June 30

Aerea
Soedesco • Triangle Studios
E • RPG • PS4, Xbox1

Crash Bandicoot  
N. Sane Trilogy
Sony Computer Entertainment • 
Vicarious Visions
E • Platformer • PS4

Tokyo Xanadu
Aksys Games • Nihon Falcom

T • RPG • PS Vita

July 4
Where the Water Tastes 
Like Wine
Serenity Forge • Dim Bulb Games
NA • Adventure • PC, PS4, Xbox1

July 7
Accel World vs Sword Art 
Online: Millennium Twilight
Bandai Namco Games 
T • Action, RPG • PS4

July 11
Fable Fortune
Flaming Fowl Studios • Mediatonic
NA • Card Battle • PC, Xbox1

Final Fantasy XII:  
The Zodiac Age
Square Enix
T • RPG • PS4
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July 12

Antihero
Tim Conkling
T • Strategy • PC

July 18

Yonder: The Cloud  
Catcher Chronicles
Prideful Sloth
E • Adventure • PC, PS4

July 19

Moon Hunters
Kitfox Games
E • Action, RPG • 
Xbox1

July 21

Splatoon 2
Nintendo
E • Shooter • Switch

July 25

Fallen Legion
YummyYummyTummy •  

Mintsphere
T • Action, RPG • PS4, PS Vita

Fate/Extella:  
The Umbral Star
Xseed Games •  
Marvelous Entertainment
T • Action • Switch

Fortnite
Epic Games • Epic Games Poland
T • Action • Mac, PC, PS4, Xbox1

Pyre
Supergiant Games
NA • RPG • PC, PS4

July 28
Hey! Pikmin
Nintendo • Arzest
E • Platformer • N3DS

August 1
The Long Dark
Hinterland Studio
T • Action, Adventure • PC, PS4, Xbox1

August 8
Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice
Ninja Theory Ltd.
NA • Action • PC, PS4

Mega Man Legacy  
Collection 2
Capcom
E • Action • PC, PS4, Xbox1

August 11
Sudden Strike 4
Kalypso Media Digital •  
Kite Games
T • Strategy • Mac, PC

August 15
Agents of Mayhem
Deep Silver • Volition
M • Action • PC, PS4, Xbox1

Beacon
Monothetic
NA • Action • Mac, PC

Sonic Mania
SEGA • PagodaWest Games
E • Platformer • Switch, PC,  
PS4, Xbox1

Sudden Strike 4
Kalypso Media Digital •  
Kite Games
T • Strategy • PS4

August 22

Middle-earth: Shadow of War
Warner Bros. Interactive • 
Monolith Productions
M • Action • PC, PS4, Xbox1

Uncharted: The Lost Legacy
Sony Computer Entertainment • 
Naughty Dog Software
M • Action • PS4

August 25

Madden NFL 18
Electronic Arts • EA Tiburon
E • Sports • PS4, Xbox1

One Piece: Unlimited World 
Red – Deluxe Edition
Bandai Namco Games •  
Ganbarion
T • Action • PC, PS4

August 29

Absolver
Devolver Digital • Sloclap
NA • Action • PC, PS4

Culdcept Revolt
NIS America, Inc. • Omiya Soft
T • Card Battle  • N3DS

Console & Desktop Gaming
Summer 2017 Continued
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Console & Desktop Gaming
Summer 2017 Continued

Dead Alliance
Maximum Games
NA • Action • PC, PS4, Xbox1

Everybody’s Golf
Sony Computer Entertainment • 
Clap Hanz
E • Sports • PS4

Warriors All-Stars
Tecmo Koei • Omega Force
T • Action • PC, PS4

Yakuza Kiwami
SEGA • Deep Silver
M • Action • PS3

September 5

Touhou Kobuto  
V: Burst Battle
NIS America, Inc.
T • Fighting • Switch, PS4, PS Vita

September 8

Destiny 2
Activision • Bungie Software
NA • Shooter • PC, PS4, Xbox1

September 12

NASCAR Heat 2
704Games • Monster Games
NA • Racing • PC, PS4, Xbox1

Pro Evolution Soccer 2018
Konami Digital Entertainment • 
PES Productions
NA • Sports • PC, PS3, PS4,  
X360, Xbox1

Ys VIII: Lacrimosa of Dana
NIS America, Inc. • Nihon 
Falcom Corp
NA • RPG • PC, PS4, PS Vita

September 14
Divinity: Original Sin 2
Larian Studios
M • RPG • PC

September 19

Marvel vs Capcom Infinite
Capcom
NA • Fighting • PC, PS4, Xbox1

NBA 2K18
2K Games • Visual 
Concepts
E • Sports • Switch, 
PC, PS4, Xbox1

September 22

Pokemon Gold Version
Nintendo • Game Freak
E • RPG • N3DS

Pokemon Silver Version
Nintendo • Game Freak
E • RPG • N3DS

Pokken Tournament DX
Nintendo
NA • Fighting • Switch

September 26

Danganronpa V3:  
Killing Harmony
NIS America, Inc. •  
Spike Chunsoft
NA • Adventure, Action. • PC

September 29

Blue Reflection
Tecmo Koei • Gust Co. Ltd.
NA • RPG • PC, PS4

FIFA 18
Electronic Arts • EA Canada
E • Sports • Switch, PC, PS3, PS4, 
X360, Xbox1
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A Small Con with Big Possibilities

Ronin-Expo

This is one of those cons that  
would randomly appear on my Facebook  
feed. The first time I saw, much less, heard of Ronin-Expo was back  
in March. I thought to myself “Oh, another small local con. Ronin-Expo 
must probably be on some weekend in June. But wasn’t there another 
con around the the same time? Even at the same venue—Little Tokyo?” 
It was completely under my radar of things to do the upcoming months. 
I had more pressing business to take of at the time—like getting a plane 
ticket and hotel for FanimeCon in a couple months.
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A month before Ronin-Expo, I talked 
about it with some friends that seem to 
be excited about going. Not until the 
week before Ronin-Expo that the sub-
ject came up again. Because the venue 
was Little Tokyo in Los Angeles, we 
decided on taking the train there for 
the day. But as plans may go with our 
circle, plans weren’t set until the very 
last minute–a couple days before.

The Metrolink train ride to Los 
Angeles Union Station was unevent-
ful and pleasant. Luckily the weather 

that day agreed with the venue—nice 
and cloudy and not hot like it usually 
is around this time of year. When we 
arrived, the Japanese Cultural Center 

Plaza was gated off. Registration at the 
event was $25. We completely missed 
deals like the ‘$33 for 3 people’ or $20 
to register online because of the inde-
cision in our group plan.

At Ronin-Expo, there were tent 
booths that surrounded the plaza area. 
While most of the booths were fac-
ing towards the JCC, a few were fac-
ing towards the theater. This is prob-
ably to give a taste of what was going 
on inside to passers by. A lot of booths 
were mostly made up of local artists 

synonymous to an art-
ist alley. There were a 
few merchandise ven-
dors, but there was not 
a lot they had to offer. 
Surprisingly, Anime 
Jungle and Crunchy-
roll were sponsors of 
Ronin-Expo but nei-
ther had much presence 
at the actual venue—
not even a small booth 
that I noticed. Anime 
Jungle stores were 

located across the street at the Lit-
tle Tokyo Mall in Japanese Village 
which was a short walk away. Crunchy-
roll should’ve had booth to canvas for 

subscribers. Because most or all the 
attendees were locals, they all knew 
what Little Tokyo has to offer. There 
was a good number of cosplayers that 
showed up. Again, good that is wasn’t 
hot that day because most of Ronin-
Expo took place outside. And it really 
showed at the end of the day when a 
good number of them took part in the 
Masquerade which was incredible!

One of the first things we did when 
we arrived was to listen to a band 

called Bitter Black. I really like their 
music style which was mix of metal and 
punk, with a bit of grunge. Their style 
is also heavily influenced by anime and 
visual kei. Despite the technical prob-
lems they had at the very beginning, 
once they began, they were rockin’. 
There were bound to be problems for 
a first-time con, much less technical 
problems for the first band to perform 
that early in the morning.

It wasn’t so much the band perfor-
mances I wanted to see, but the beau-
tiful voice actress Kira Buckland. She 
voiced a lot characters in anime and 
video games. At Ronin-Expo, Kira 
cosplayed as her most recent charac-
ter, B2 of Nier:Automata, as she walked 
around the convention. A guest of 
honor walking around freely, much less 
in cosplay and without an assistant or 
body guards is unheard of. It was nice 
because she was able to interact with 
her fans on a level which isn’t possible 
at larger conventions.

For the first Ronin-Expo, it reminds 
me of Ninja-Con, but with a slightly 
bigger budget. For paying the $25, it 
really wasn’t really worth the price, but 
I could understand why they had to 
charge that much. For a convention of 

its size, it was fun with a lot the things 
to do, the fashion show, talking to the 
guests and watching many the musical 
performances and a few other things. 
Too bad the people I was with didn’t 
appreciate it as much as I did, though it 
was their plan to go. All in all, Ronin-
Expo had a feel more like a festival, like 

Nisei Week in a couple months, rather 
than a convention. I hope the venue 
changes to the Miyako Hotel to give 
more of that convention feel and also 
to protect cosplayers from the unbear-
able heat the usually hits Los Angeles 
that time of the year. I can’t wait until 
next year. v Ed Gomez

Bitter Black performing at the Garden Stage. The Masquerade at the end of the day.
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Bitter Black performing at the Garden Stage. The Masquerade at the end of the day.
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http://www.eacgfest.org
https://www.facebook.com/EACGfest/
https://twitter.com/EpicACG


Yōkai Apāto no Yūga na Nichijō
by

Kōduki, Hinowa (香月日輪) & Miyama, Waka (深山和香)

Yūshi Inaba’s parents died in his first year of middle school and moved in with relatives.  
He could tell he was a burden. After he graduated, he happily prepared to move to a  
high school with a dormitory. Unfortunately, the dormitory burned to the ground 
before he could move in! It’s rough finding lodging as an orphaned student with little 
money. He finally finds a room in a nice old building which seems too good to be true.
The catch is that it is a Monster House, a place where humans and supernatural crea-
tures live together. Another high schooler lives there, a cute girl named Akine whose 
completely unfazed by the monsters. Yūshi Inaba’s high school life just got much 
stranger than he ever bargained for!

Here’s a preview of the first chapter. Be sure to support the author.

These pages are meant to read in spreads, side by side. 
The story flow will be off, if read page by individual page.

Life at the Monster Apartment
Yōkai Apāto no Yūga na Nichijō
妖怪アパートの幽雅な日常
Monthly Shōnen Sirius • Kodansha
November 9, 2011 – ongoing, 
13 Volumes

kouzuki.kodansha.co.jp/lineup/
youapa.html

Author: Kōduki, Hinowa

Art: Miyama, Waka

Genre: Shōnen, Comedy,  
Supernaturan, Slice of Life

Format: Softcover/Manga
Price: ¥600 MSRP each volume

Inaba, Yushi
He starts his first year at Jōtō  

Business School in the spring. His 
parents died three years ago and lives 

with relatives.

Kuga, Akine
A resident of Kotobuki-sou called 

‘Yokai Apartment’. She often laughs, 
often talks, eat well and work well 

with others. Akine is also an exorcist.

Shijin
Another resident of Kotobuki-sou. 
Real name, Renmei Ishiki. Shijin 

aesthetic, but writes extremely  
esoteric and lofty verses. He is also  

a fairy tale writer.
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left. Reading is done 
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Junk: Record of the Last Hero
Start
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Start with top right 
and end with bottom 
left. Reading is done 
the same direction.
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This concludes our preview of
“Yōkai Apāto no Yūga na Nichijō”

This manga is be available
at

Kinokuniya Bookstores
www.kinokuniya.com

or at 
your local Japanese manga retailer.
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http://niucon.pl
https://www.facebook.com/KonwentNiuCon/


Distant Worlds
music from

FINAL FANTASY®

July 1
ICC Sydney Theatre

Sydney, Australia

September 16
Chicago Symphony Center

Chicago, IL

October 21
The Star Theatre

Singapore

www.ffdistantworlds.com

Used without permission. GLM is not affliated with Final Fantasy Distant Worlds, Square.

November 4
Royal Albert Hall

 London, United Kingdom

November 18
Amphithéâtre at  

The Cité Internationale
 Lyon, Spain

December 2
Sony Centre

Toronto, Canada

http://www.ffdistantworlds.com
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